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ABSTRACT 
 
The growth of the federal government’s role in public education was evidenced in 
the Race to the Top (RTTT) program that awarded funding to states for adopting key K-
12 education reform initiatives. Using a content analysis methodology, this research 
study examined the grant giving of the Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations during the 
RTTT policy development stages by analyzing 2008 and 2012 990-PF tax records to 
determine funding alignment with key RTTT policy components. The study also closely 
examined the Gates Foundation’s involvement with teacher effectiveness components 
found within RTTT. Using coding and descriptive statistics, this data was examined to 
answer two research questions: How did the funding priorities of major foundations and 
the U.S. Department of Education align to set the policy agenda specific to Race to the 
Top? What is the involvement of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation on the policy 
development and implementation process related to teacher effectiveness in Race to the 
Top? The theoretical concepts of ideology and power and how these concepts worked in 
tandem to shape various stages of policy development were used as the theoretical 
framework for the dissertation.  
The findings from this study suggests that the 2008 funding priorities of the 
Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations aligned with eight key RTTT policy components 
that were introduced by the Obama Administration in 2009. The Walton and Broad 
Foundations saw at least an 80% grant alignment with the federal RTTT program. From a 
financial perspective, the Gates Foundation contributed the most to RTTT-aligned grants 
at over $166 million in 2008. Furthermore, the study affirmed that the Gates Foundation 
was focused on teacher evaluation and effectiveness during RTTT policy implementation 
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stages. The increase of $136 million more in Gates-funded teacher effectiveness grants in 
2012, when compared to 2008, was noticed most explicitly in the area of teacher 
evaluation and effectiveness. The results informed the recommendations that called for 
more awareness of K-12 policy reform at the local level, the repeal of policies that rely 
on standardized student achievement and growth data as a significant factor in teacher 
evaluation ratings, and a call to continue to monitor the influence of private philanthropic 
foundations in policy development. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
 
Were a Rip Van Winkle superintendent of a large urban district to have gone to sleep in 
1960 and awakened in 2010, he would have been astounded by the degree of federal and 
state authority over his district’s curriculum, instruction, and testing. 
 
Cuban, 2010, ix 
 
Upon the subject of education, not presuming to dictate any plan or system respecting it, 
I can only say that I view it as the most important subject, which we as a people may be 
engaged in. 
 
Lincoln, 1832, March 
 
 The topic of public education has consistently been at the forefront of political 
discussions in America. Engaging in discourse related to public education is key for its 
development and evolution; however, the discourse has gradually shifted from the local 
to the federal arena. Local control of school district policy seems to be slowly 
evaporating, as the federal government leads educational reform. The average citizen 
might assume that experts, supported by years of research and steeped in democratic 
values, thoughtfully craft policy for lawmakers. Although this is an ideal goal, it is 
simply not happening (Lubienski, Scott, & DeBray, 2014). For the past 10 years, more 
and more federal school policy directly connects to some of America’s wealthiest 
families running philanthropic organizations in efforts to help the public education 
system. Many of these organizations deem the public school system as failing or flawed 
and in need of market-based reform (Au & Ferrare, 2015). Foundations giving to 
education have not always acted in this manner.  
 The Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Cooperation, and the Rockefeller Foundation 
are all examples of large, tax-exempt agencies that have been raising funds for public 
schools since the early 20th century. Larger foundations were first conceived out of 
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philanthropic intent and the enticement of tax break benefits (Hess, 2005; Scott, 2009). 
Traditional foundations have recently been replaced by more aggressive entities such as 
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation (Gates Foundation), the Eli and Edythe Broad 
Foundation (Broad Foundation), and the Walton Family Foundation (Walton 
Foundation), with assets totaling over $32 billion (Scott, 2009). The focus of more 
aggressive foundations centers on large-scale education reforms, such as school choice, 
privatization, high school reform, and teacher quality (Barkan, 2011; Scott, 2009). The 
issues are both complex and worthy of attention, making the leaders of the organizations 
some of the most influential educational policymakers in the nation (Au & Ferrare, 2015; 
Reckhow, 2013a). The dichotomy between using private money to fund public school 
initiatives invokes a potential conflict between democratic governance using public funds 
and the influence of wealthy foundations on public school policy. This dissertation aims 
to explore the political, financial, and ethical perspectives related to the philanthropic 
educational reform movement and education policy. There is a specific focus on the 
“mega foundations”—the Walton, Broad, and the wealthiest, the Gates Foundation. 
Statement of the Problem 
 The federally funded Race to the Top (RTTT) policy and grant program included 
fundamental components that influence the daily work of local schools and districts 
across the United States. For instance, the policy touched upon the standards used to 
build curriculum and the process for how teachers are certified, evaluated, and dismissed 
under the umbrella of teacher effectiveness. These components greatly influenced how 
teachers are selected, supported, and retained at the state and local levels (U.S. 
Department of Education, 2009). Due to this policy, states required individual school 
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districts to shift evaluation procedures and abide by new tenure laws (Martin & Lázaro, 
2011; Reform Support Network, n.d.). In addition, assessment consortiums were built and 
some public schools utilized for-profit organizations to aide the transition to the new 
accountability test. Therefore, it is important to understand how the RTTT components 
were determined and developed. It is important to analyze how major foundations, 
including the Gates Foundation, awarded grants and millions of grant dollars to support 
RTTT policy, including the focus on teacher quality components and their 
implementation.  
 Research is lacking in the area of critiquing the power and influence of large 
philanthropies (Au & Ferrare, 2015; Barkan, 2011; Kovacs & Christie, 2011; Lubienski, 
Brewer, & La Londe, 2016; Reckhow, 2013a). The Gates, Broad, and Walton 
Foundations are “often referred to as the ‘big three’ philanthropies in education reform” 
(Au & Ferrare, 2015, p. 152). All of these foundations approach educational philanthropy 
with a corporate model, looking at investing in projects that coincide with their reform 
positions (Reckhow, 2013a; Reckhow & Snyder, 2014). There are also critics who 
contend that the Gates Foundation is diving into uncharted areas with its massive 
influence on public school policy, lacking appropriate oversight (Ferrare & Reynolds, 
2016; Kovacs & Christie, 2008). Marsh and Wohlsetter (2013) and Koppich and Esch 
(2012) urged for more research in the area of extra-governmental actors in policy 
development. In 2006, Swanson and Barlage studied factors shaping education policy 
development and found that policymakers ranked Bill Gates ahead of the Secretary of 
Education in regard to influence and authority. Reckhow (2013a) shared similar findings 
with policy experts, ranking the Gates Foundation as the third most influential 
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organization, only preceded by the U.S. Congress and U.S. Department of Education.  
 This study will focus on critically analyzing the influence of mega foundations on 
RTTT policy, including the influence of the Gates Foundation specific to teacher 
evaluation. The work of mega foundations, as evidenced in the review of literature, lacks 
a critical check and balance. The result produces foundations that have been able to fund 
a plethora of research, financially support politicians, and shape media coverage 
(DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011; Klonsky, 2011; Kovacs & Christie, 2011; Ruark, 2013). 
Although there are many positive outcomes evidenced by the Foundations’ support, a 
critical perspective might also help bring to light areas in need of improvement to ensure 
the democratic values of our public school systems remain intact and improved.  
 The RTTT policy was also unique, as it bypassed typical policy evolution. As it 
was a grant program associated with the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
(ARRA) of 2009, Congress did not have to approve the programs and policies embedded 
in RTTT. Howell (2015) writes, “Subsequent to the ARRA’s enactment, Congress did 
not issue any binding requirements for the design or administration of the program. From 
an operational standpoint, Race to the Top was nearly entirely the handiwork of [the U.S. 
Department of Education]” (p. 60). The RTTT grant program provided an unprecedented 
opportunity for the federal government to influence state education policy reform with 
little oversight from Congress. This study examined the ability for foundations to interact 
with the federal government on sweeping policy changes that directly impacted the local 
school level. 
Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study was to analyze the Broad, Walton, and Gates 
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Foundations’ involvement in RTTT policy development. The study also specifically 
examined the Gates Foundation related to supporting, and potentially shaping, the teacher 
effectiveness components found within RTTT. These mega foundations invested billions 
into the public school system since 2000; in 2010, “the Gates Foundation accounted for 
17% of total K-12 philanthropy and the Walton Foundation represented approximately 
10%” (Snyder, 2015, p. 31). Given the Foundations’ broad reaches, this dissertation 
focused on the RTTT policy and associated reform components. It was my intent to take 
a systematic view of the three foundations and their work on the RTTT policy, analyzing 
the volume of grants and total grant dollars distributed during the evolution of the agenda 
setting phase to implementation of the policy. I also examined the role the Gates 
Foundation played during the RTTT policy implementation phase. 
  I conducted a content analysis by examining the grant awarding behavior of the 
Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations during the RTTT policy formation stage in 2008. I 
also examined the role of the Gates Foundation as one of the key actors within RTTT 
policy development specific to teacher effectiveness, comparing data collected in 2008 
and 2012. The content analysis included an examination of 990-PF tax forms and the 
coding of grants and grant dollars according to key policy components in RTTT. RTTT 
policy required participating states to adopt a teacher evaluation system that incorporated 
student growth data as one of the determining factors for teacher performance ratings. 
The inclusion of this data was new to many districts and demanded a great deal of time 
and energy to revamp an evaluation system that is fair and valid.  
 This study aimed to find and document the relationship among funding, ideology, 
and power, affording the opportunity to seek a refined understanding of interactions 
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within social and political realities (Fischer, 2003). This critical look at RTTT policy 
development focused on the influence of the big three foundations on policy development 
and funding. Therefore, this study posed the following research questions: 
1. How did the funding priorities of major foundations and the U.S. Department 
of Education align to set the policy agenda specific to Race to the Top?  
2. What is the involvement of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation on the 
policy development and implementation process related to teacher 
effectiveness in Race to the Top?  
Significance of the Study 
 Since the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act of 2002, philanthropic foundations 
have become more present and aggressive in public school policy development. The 
annual assessment and increased accountability prevalent in NCLB opened the policy 
door for private actors. The accountability system reported weak performances by public 
schools, so the private dollars became welcome sources to build a response to the failing 
public school system (Reckhow, 2013a). Tighter coordination and influence between 
philanthropists and key elected officials exists now more than ever before in public 
school policy development (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011; Klonsky, 2011; Koppich & Esch, 
2012; Kovacs & Christie, 2011). This coordination and influence is questioned due to the 
lack of democratic representation in policy development (Perry, Field, & Supiano, 2013). 
The foundations tend to develop strategic policy networks to identify ways in which they 
can successfully execute policy controls (Ferris, Hentschke, & Harmssen, 2008). This 
influence, some claim, removes the general citizen from the policy development process 
and provides amplified power to philanthropies (Horn & Libby, 2011).  
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 This study focused on the role of three foundations, including the Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation. The Gates Foundation maintained a close relationship with U.S. 
policymakers, donating more than $60 million dollars in partnership with the Broad 
Foundation, to the 2008 presidential election (Leknes, 2012). The financial support for 
both candidates in the 2008 race virtually guaranteed alignment between federal 
education policy and the Foundation’s reform platform (Barkan, 2011). This alignment 
grew into the current RTTT policy with a heavy emphasis on teacher effectiveness and 
evaluation. Gates continued to support research evaluating the design, measures, and 
techniques used in teacher evaluation (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011). The Foundation 
aligned its priorities toward advancing policy at the local, state, and national levels 
(Reckhow, 2013b). This dissertation intended to explore how and in what ways the Gates 
Foundation influenced current education reform specific to teacher evaluation. As policy 
evolves over time, it is important to review the development of reform. Rather than 
examining the policy itself, it is important to study the journey of the policy’s 
development (Patashnik, 2008). 
Theoretical Concepts 
 I examined RTTT policy via stages of the policy process—agenda setting, policy 
formulation, policy adoption, and implementation—and captured how the Foundations 
influence various stages of this process (Fowler, 2008; Kingdon, 2011). This dissertation, 
in part, explored how those with power and authority draw from one’s ideology to shape 
policy. According to Tienken (2013), “Scientific evidence of how to best educate 
children is seemingly cast asunder in favor of ideology in the evolving system of public 
education” (p. 296). The theoretical concepts of ideology and power and how these 
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concepts worked in tandem to shape various stages of policy development were used as 
the theoretical framework for the dissertation. In addition, I examined the shift in grants 
and money flowing to RTTT components aligned with teacher effectiveness and the 
Gates Foundation. For this study, ideology is defined as “a fairly coherent set of values 
and beliefs about the way social, economic, and political systems should be organized 
and operated and recommendations about how these values and beliefs should be put into 
effect” (Isaak, 1987, p. 133). The American public school system is more ideologically 
driven than it was in the past (Fowler, 2008). Therefore, I examined evidence of the three 
foundations, their ideology, and how these values aligned with RTTT policy components 
and philanthropic giving. The second research question also studied the Gates 
Foundation’s ideology and its alignment with teacher effectiveness policy. The term 
power is defined as efforts to “suppress, disguise, preserve, or deny conflicts of interest” 
(Burbules, 1986, p. 98) in the policy process. I applied the term power to the interaction 
between the Foundations and policymakers when discussing the theoretical concepts in 
this study.  
Overview 
 This study includes six chapters. Chapter 1 focuses on providing context for the 
phenomenon of the research by introducing the problem and clarifying the purpose of this 
study and the rationale for examining the privately funded foundations and their influence 
on policy components in RTTT. Chapter 2 consists of the review of literature. For the 
review of literature, I provide information related to the history of private foundations 
dedicated to school improvement and how these foundations shape federal policy. 
Chapter 2 also includes a specific section on the connection between federal policy and 
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state-level policy, as this relationship directly shapes the parameters by which local 
school districts must operate. I then review the history of recent federal policy on teacher 
quality specific to teacher evaluation, ultimately focusing on RTTT. I conclude with a 
review of the history of the Gates Foundation and its specific involvement in teacher 
quality and RTTT. One major gap in the literature is the lack of a critique of power 
philanthropies and extra-governmental actors. Finally, there is also a dedicated section in 
the review of literature outlining how the theoretical concepts of ideology and power 
inform the content analysis methodology. 
 Chapter 3 provides an overview of the research design and the reasons why 
content analysis is an appropriate methodological approach for this study. The research 
questions are also addressed in this chapter with a descriptive procedure as to how this 
study was conducted. This chapter concludes with considerations put in place to 
maximize the reliability and validity of the research. 
 Chapter 4 focuses on answering the first research question by sharing ideological 
information about the Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations. The chapter includes data 
related to the volume of grants given to K-12 education efforts in 2008 during the policy 
development phase of RTTT. There are also figures that show the financial magnitude 
associated with each foundation and each policy component found in RTTT. An analysis 
of the Foundations’ ideological stances and financial giving is also posted in this chapter. 
 Chapter 5 answers the second and final research question. This chapter is 
dedicated to the Gates Foundation and includes both 2008 and 2012 grant information 
associated with RTTT components, with a specific emphasis on teacher effectiveness. I 
examined the grant alignment, a material support, and the symbolic relationships 
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associated with the Gates Foundation, K-12 education, and the U.S. Department of 
Education. The chapter also includes information related to the Gates Foundation’s 
Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) study that ran congruent with RTTT policy 
implementation, exposing some of the counter findings to RTTT policy requirements.  
 In the final chapter, I review and summarize how the funding priorities of the 
three mega foundations aligned with RTTT policy, and I specifically address the Gates 
Foundation’s involvement in the teacher effectiveness policies. This was done by 
addressing the two research questions proposed in this study. I also compared the three 
foundations and the self-proclaimed ideology and alignment with RTTT policy 
components. Last, I discuss findings related to the contextual considerations of ideology, 
power, and authority. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Local control of school district policy is evaporating slowly, as the federal 
government dictates educational reform. The current climate in public education involves 
more oversight and intervention from the federal and state governments. According to 
Mintrom (2008), the NCLB Act of 2002 “represented a major change in the role that the 
federal government plays in the control of public schools” (p. 336). Accountability of 
high stakes testing emerged as a primary means of reform. While local school boards and 
superintendents continue to share major responsibility for district performance, there is 
greater integration between the democratic controls of the state, federal, and local 
systems than ever before. The intense role played by the federal government translates 
into reform that not only affects several districts, counties, or states, but rather, the entire 
American public school system. It is critical that we understand how reform initiates and 
develops into policy.  
The 2008 economic downturn in the United States contributed to a pervasive 
negative perception of the entire field of education, inspiring an era of distrust and 
developing a prevailing perspective of a failing public education system. Both NCLB and 
the downward economy, among other factors, have changed the way schools do business. 
Data analysis, high-stakes testing, and transparency in practice are just a few components 
of the standards movement. A prominent educational policy of late is the Obama 
Administration’s Race to the Top (RTTT), a grant-based program designed to encourage 
states to undertake school reform according to specified conditions (The White House, 
2009). One of the required conditions for the states to qualify for RTTT funding includes 
reform in teacher evaluation. The policy requires states to link teacher evaluation to 
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student growth measures.  
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation heavily invests in supporting policy related 
to RTTT, specific to teacher quality. For instance, the Foundation embarked on a 3-year 
study in 2009 titled Measures of Effective Teaching, or MET (DeMarrais & Suggs, 
2011). The study used the expertise of multiple universities, non-profit organizations, and 
school districts to develop recommendations for teacher evaluation systems (Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation, 2013). The findings included the effectiveness of using 
student growth data in evaluation, a condition found in RTTT compliance. Strained 
economic conditions, the recent explosion of mega-foundation support, and the standard-
based reform era converged to form a policy super storm; it is critical that we examine 
the relationship between policymakers and the large, private foundations.  
Purpose and Rationale 
A dichotomy exists between using private money to fund public school initiatives. 
This dichotomy is present at the national level with the influence of wealthy, private 
foundations and their abilities to shape public school policy. The purpose of this literature 
review is to communicate the main findings of research about mega foundations within 
the public school policy sector, clarify the RTTT policy language related to teacher 
evaluation, and share the specific work of the Gates Foundation in the field of education 
specific to teacher quality. This literature review will help illustrate the current landscape 
of policy development to execute the methodology outlined in Chapter 3. This review of 
literature will examine private foundations and the history of policy related to teacher 
quality and will analyze the role of the Gates Foundation in recent public school policy 
development.  
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Definitions 
 References to specific education policy are included within this paper. The NCLB 
Act of 2001 is noted as a key federal policy. In 2002, NCLB was signed into law, 
reauthorizing the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. According to the 
U.S. Department of Education (2004), NCLB included the four pillars of “accountability 
for results, an emphasis on doing what works based on scientific research, expanded 
parental options, and expanded local control and flexibility” (para. 3). A more recent 
policy—RTTT—is a competitive grant that is a subset of the ARRA of 2009, managed 
by the U.S. Department of Education. The White House Press Secretary (2009) 
summarized the policy and focused on five key issues. The first was that academic 
standards should prepare students to be college and career ready and commonly applied 
to all states. Rigorous assessments need to align to these shared standards. Next, teacher 
training, retention, and strategic placement are important. Talent needs to serve the 
neediest schools. The policy revered the use of data in decision-making and encourages 
statewide longitudinal data collection and analysis. Finally, the policy focused on 
collaborations among businesses, educators, and other key actors to improve the 
country’s school system.  
Summary of Reviewed Literature 
 The section of the review focused on private educational foundations centers on 
key themes that emerged in the analysis of available literature. This included reviewing 
the interplay between national policy development and philanthropic foundations. These 
themes included the impact of a poor economy on policy development, strategic 
alignment of foundations, and the introduction of the venture philanthropy movement. 
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The relationship between the states and federal government provide inroads for 
foundations to enter the policy scene. 
 When reviewing the literature specific to the Gates Foundation, key themes 
emerged to help organize the critical events in the evolution of the young foundation. I 
describe three key phases in the Gates Foundation’s history in public school education. 
First, I review the start-up phase from 1994–1999. This phase focused on the work of the 
Gates family prior to formally consolidating philanthropic efforts into the Bill & Melinda 
Gates Foundation. The next phase is the growth phase from 2000–2007, when the Gates 
Foundation’s primary focus in educational reform centered on improving high schools. 
The last phase, the maturity phase, from 2008–2013, emphasized the alignment between 
the federal government’s K-12 policy development and the non-profit’s work in 
education. Over the past five years, noticeable movement and alignment between the 
Gates Foundation’s platforms and the development of RTTT policy is evident.   
 This paper also reviews policies specific to teacher quality and teacher evaluation, 
with an emphasis on RTTT policy. Once this policy is reviewed and explained, I 
conclude by stating the connections between the Gates Foundation and RTTT policy. 
Ultimately, these connections are key to the actual research being conducted in this study.  
 The sources used in the review of literature represent a sample of current research, 
media coverage, and language directly from the Gates Foundation’s publications and 
website. The studies used in this review are primarily qualitative studies. Much of the 
media coverage referenced in this paper is from well-regarded media outlets with high 
readership, such as Bloomberg Businessweek. It was also important to directly cite the 
Foundation’s literature to objectively report on the intent of their work and stated goals. 
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Private Educational Foundations 
 National education foundations are nothing new to the philanthropic landscape. 
The Ford Foundation, the Carnegie Cooperation, and the Rockefeller Foundation are all 
examples of large, tax-exempt agencies that began raising funds for public schools since 
the early 20th century. These larger foundations were first conceived out of philanthropic 
intent and the enticement of tax break benefits to these wealthy families (Hess, 2005; 
Scott, 2009). There was often a boundary between raising money and political advocacy. 
The traditional philanthropies steered clear of direct political behavior and focused 
attention on public good rather than policy development (Zunz, 2011). However, 
traditional foundations have recently been replaced by more aggressive entities such as 
the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation, and the 
Walton Family Foundation, with assets totaling over $32 billion. These more aggressive 
foundations have centered their work on large-scale education reform movements such as 
school choice, privatization, high school reform, and teacher quality. Their support of 
large-scale reform makes the leaders of the organizations some of the most influential 
educational policymakers in the nation (Barkan, 2011; Ben-Peretz, 2009; Reckhow, 
2013a; Scott, 2009; Swanson & Barlage, 2006). Education foundations are privately 
funded philanthropies that provide donations to educational institutions through either 
open grant processes, research development, targeted reform programs, or pipeline 
initiatives that seek out new talent to join the education field (Addonizio, 2000; Barkan, 
2011; Constantino, 2003; Frankel & Frankel, 2007; Hess, 2005; Lenkowsky, 2007; 
Trainor, 2007). The foundations are not tied to a specific constituency group; rather, the 
founders and those the foundation employs define the goals of the foundation. This lack 
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of a constituency group affords foundations a great deal of flexibility unfettered by 
accountability (Reckhow, 2013a). This section of the literature review will focus upon the 
specific influence of philanthropic foundations on federal public school policy and, in 
turn, how these federal policies then shape the state’s public school policies.  
National Policy Development and Philanthropic Foundations  
Policies developed at the federal level are often a product of a series of reform 
proposals refined by the politically empowered. Those with great political influence have 
the opportunity to shape policy with far reaching impact. Since A Nation at Risk, 
businesses and non-profit foundations have gained more and more traction in the U.S. 
Department of Education’s policy development process (Koppich & Esch, 2012). The 
economic downturn in 2008 also inspired and created a path for foundations to offer 
much needed funding for educational reform (Marsh & Wohlstetter, 2013). These 
reforms, such as charter schools and teacher evaluation shifts, have become more 
aggressive in terms of impact and specificity. U.S. Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, 
shared that philanthropic resources are necessary to propel reform in a troubled school 
system (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011). Although it is true that many school districts benefit 
from additional funding to support reforms, it is important to review how the economy is 
creating a gateway for foundation involvement. It is also important to recognize areas of 
strategic alignment between policymakers and foundation leadership leading to the 
concept of venture philanthropists, the final section of this review. 
 Poor economy. The nation’s struggling economy and increased educational 
reform mandates make for an opportune moment for private funders to support public 
school initiatives. While the amount of private funding is disproportionate when 
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compared to the entire education budget, the amount controlled by private foundations 
funnels into discretionary funds. These funds focus more on systems and operations than 
on the large costs of personnel. This funding factor positions foundations to have a great 
deal of influence on relatively low investments (Koppich & Esch, 2012). This 
relationship between funding and influence allows private funders to find opportunities 
for reform that align to specific ideologies, shaping the entire policy implementation 
process (Hess, 2005). In addition, the need for extra funding has leveraged the U.S. 
Department of Education’s ability to make major changes in charter school and teacher 
evaluation requirements, areas difficult to implement in the past (DeMarrais & Suggs, 
2011; Marsh & Wohlstetter, 2013). Klonsky (2011) referred to these large foundations as 
power philanthropies because of their ability to exert control over educational reform due 
to their funding capabilities and panache for business and marketability. At times, this 
type of funding is life saving in resource poor environments lacking the appropriate 
public funding. Critics, however, have concluded that the funding goes without 
appropriate public discourse and decision-making, a cornerstone of traditional public 
education (Klonsky, 2011). 
 Strategic alignment. Within the last 10 years, philanthropic foundations have 
gained traction within the public school policy domain. In fact, the foundations are 
organized around interests and reform backing. This type of organized support has 
influenced elected officials in policy development (Koppich & Esch, 2012). The 
alignment between the federal government and power philanthropies has been noted and 
marked by a trail of policy introduction, funding support, and the passage of reforms. 
Koppich and Esch (2012) shared that “between 2000 and 2008, philanthropic funders 
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contributed US $684 million to reshape teaching policy” (p. 88). These private funders 
are unable to directly lobby, but they are able to share research and innovative ideas with 
policymakers, often within environments accessible to only the mega wealthy (Barkan, 
2011). Such exclusive undertakings have caused critics to point out concerns (DeMarrais 
& Suggs, 2011; Klonsky, 2011; Kovacs & Christie, 2011). The interconnectedness 
highlights a lack of democratic representation in policy development or an overall review 
of the research used to support the policies, considering that many of the foundations also 
support and fund research (Barkan, 2011; Hess, 2005). A balance of power within policy 
development and alignment between research and lawmakers is in question. 
 Venture philanthropy. Traditional philanthropies often support broad reforms 
and allow grant applicants opportunities to innovate and own their own programs and 
research to improve an area of interest. Venture philanthropies, on the other hand, focus 
on potential social investments requiring some sort of measureable return, either on 
student results, political backing and momentum, or social awareness and acceptance. 
The selected reform practices are also very specific and often involve market models and 
corporate leadership (Horn & Libby, 2011; Scott, 2009). There is also a longer-term 
commitment from venture philanthropists with attached corporate strategy and structure 
tied to the funding support (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011). Reckhow (2013a) referred to 
major foundations’ tendencies to use management consultants to develop strategies 
specific to the ideals of venture philanthropy, ideals focused on fewer grants, larger 
investments, and more hands-on review of outcomes and measures. Scott (2009) also 
reported that the demographic composition of venture philanthropists are often White, 
wealthy, and male. A privileged perspective shapes the venture philanthropies as far as 
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the types of reforms they endorse and support. The reforms may not always have equity 
and public access as driving factors for the reform, making foundations more vulnerable 
to criticism (Hess, 2005; Schnaiberg, 1999). Most recently, venture philanthropies have 
focused their attention on charter school policy and expansion, including RTTT 
legislation (Horn & Libby, 2011). This attention has led to more money flowing to 
private-sector education agencies in support of charter schools. For instance, foundations 
now provide more funding to agencies viewed as competitive with the public school 
system (jurisdictional challengers), such as Teach for America and KIPP, than funding 
available directly to individual schools or school systems (Reckhow, 2013a). This recent 
surge in venture philanthropy warrants a closer look in order to reflect upon the efforts 
and influence exerted under these conditions. 
Foundations: States and Federal Policy  
 Although the Constitution reserves power to the states for public education policy 
and execution thereof, more and more school policy development has originated at the 
federal level over the past 20 years. The impetus for the shift from state to federal control 
of public education can be traced back to 1983 with A Nation at Risk. This report stirred 
the public by claiming a crisis in education attached to a national security threat. While 
the 1980s and 1990s noticed local school reform activity, much of what was being 
developed served as precursors to the design of NCLB. NCLB required states to 
implement annual testing with specific tracking of subgroups. The annual reporting on 
school academic progress, tied to standardized testing, helped little with gaining the 
confidence of Americans in the success of public schools. With the economic conditions 
dismal since 2008, the funding carrot provided by the federal government proves to be a 
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motivator for strapped states to quickly align to federal reforms and initiatives. Some 
researchers argue that states are investing in the wrong type of reforms to benefit their 
youngest constituents. This section will focus upon the interplay between state and 
federal school policies, foundations, and reforms within education. 
 The standards-based reform that initiated three decades ago marked the initial 
stages to an evolution of a shift in power. Rather than proving general aide for states, the 
federal government began getting intimately involved in issues related directly to 
teaching and learning and defining educational outcomes (Marsh & Wohlstetter, 2013). 
This is evidenced in RTTT’s policy that places demands on tenure, teacher evaluation, 
and certification requirements. Because of the enormous $4.35 billion Race to the Top 
Fund, states were anxious to comply due to shrinking budgets and dire circumstances 
resulting in unprecedented commitment from the states to comply with federal policy 
(Koppich & Esch, 2012). Recent policy related to teacher quality has dictated the 
parameters and circumstances for employing, retaining, and training staff. McGuinn 
(2012) claimed that RTTT gave states “political cover” to impose reform in previously 
taboo domains due to how the policy rolled out and was funded.  
 Foundations must make decisions on where to engage in the policymaking work 
to maximize impact; they need to determine what level of government they will approach 
and at what times. Many of them build policy networks and identify the strategic entry 
points to engage (Ferris et al., 2008). Ultimately, it is argued that the federal government 
has played a more primary role in public education than quite possibly ever before. In 
fact, “the potential significance of RttT lies not in the policies that it instituted but rather 
the incentives it created for other governing bodies (in this instance, states) to enact new 
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policy” (Howell, 2014, p. 7). This shift in power, connected with the funding sources of 
venture philanthropies, makes for an era of reform that is unlike any others in recent 
history. Some claim that the shift removes citizens from the policy development process 
and makes them bystanders during major change (Horn & Libby, 2011). Essentially, the 
foundations now have more influence than public school officials and local governing 
agencies. 
Teacher Quality & Policy 
The quest to identify and justify key characteristics of a high-quality teacher has 
been going on since the times of a one-room schoolhouse. Making sure that students are 
reaching their potential, teachers are fully equipped to meet the needs of their student 
population, and finding ways to demonstrate growth and progress are hallmarks of the 
educational system and its goals. Educational policy language has attempted to define 
high quality teaching for some time, especially in the past 25 years (Koppich & Esch, 
2012). The research to support the importance of instruction is clear. For instance, 
Ferguson (1991) emphasized the importance of upgrading the quality of teaching in his 
study that touted that effective teachers are the most essential of all educational inputs. 
There is no doubt that teaching makes a difference; however, it is questionable whether 
policy can enforce or define quality teaching. This section will examine the history of 
policy development related to teacher quality with specific attention focused on NCLB 
and RTTT. 
History of Teacher Quality and Policy 
 During the era of scientific management, under the leadership of Frederick 
Taylor, efficiency within organizations was valued and affirmed. Taylorism was evident 
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in schools in the forms of rating scales and checklists for teachers to promote effective 
teachers and terminate bad ones (Glanz, 1998). Some of the same qualities championed 
during this era of leadership theory are being implemented today within the standardized 
testing movement (Hazi & Rucinski, 2009). States have been used to setting curricular 
standards for student learning. In turn, the expectation is that teachers are evaluated upon 
how well their students achieve on assessments aligned to the curricular standards. 
Therefore, teacher evaluation results allow for teacher quality to align to student learning 
(Goldrick, 2002). The concern, however, is that the definition of teacher quality is 
becoming too narrow and prescriptive. Ultimately, limiting the definition of teacher 
quality to checklists and observational instruments leaves the student dynamics out of the 
mix (Lewis, 2007). Policies may be important for oversight and accountability, ensuring 
the teaching professional holds high standards in place. Hazi and Rucinski (2009) warn 
that a lack of local control on policy related to teacher quality and evaluation can lead to 
a lack of ownership and imposed, awkward practices. Rather, policymakers should focus 
more on training for both teachers and administrators than on policy provisions that too 
narrowly define evaluation structures and teacher qualities.  
No Child Left Behind 
 NCLB granted state educational departments more direction when it came to 
involving themselves in operational matters once a school was demonstrating a lack of 
student achievement. States were authorized to take over schools that were deemed 
failing per their student performance (Marsh & Wohlstetter, 2013). In addition, NCLB 
included language on assessing teacher quality by defining the terms for “highly 
qualified” teachers solely based on credentials. Although using credentials as an 
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indication of effectiveness lacks research support, it was an initial step into defining 
teacher quality within a federal policy (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011). NCLB policy also 
focused on improved student learning as an indicator of high effectiveness and as an 
initial connection between teacher quality and student achievement (Hazi & Rucinski, 
2009). Due to the connection between these two components, more emphasis was 
beginning to be placed on teacher evaluation. Research and policy talks began to center 
on successful evaluation models (Goldrick, 2002). The National Governors Association 
began to emerge as an influential agency in the development of these types of policies 
(Swanson & Barlage, 2006). Evaluation then looked to be a way to improve public 
education with an emphasis on school districts to train and retain good staff. NCLB 
stopped short on imposing reform specific to teacher evaluation practices and the 
management of these practices. The 2002 Elementary and Secondary Education Act 
(ESEA) set the stage for the next reform that specifically outlined evaluation measures 
and components as a way to retain or remove teachers based on results. 
Race to the Top  
 The latest iteration of federal reform, RTTT, included a grant-based system to 
fund state reform aligned with the required components outlined by the government. 
Between 2009 and 2012, the U.S. government distributed approximately $5.05 billion for 
the RTTT grant program (Hallgren, James-Burdumy, & Perez-Johnson, 2014). Some of 
these requirements included increasing access to charter schools, creating evaluation 
systems based on student performance, enhancing accountability measures for tenure and 
retention, and ensuring uniformity in national content standards for student learning. All 
of these reform components were initially researched and advocated by the philanthropic 
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agencies (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011). RTTT also shifted the U.S. Department of 
Education from compliance-based to a focus on capacity building and innovation (Nee, 
2010). Little attention, it seems, has been given to focusing upon the balance of power 
between the states and national government. The mandated components push the 
boundaries of the federal government on a state-controlled social system, the public 
school system (McGuinn, 2012). Howell (2014) shared, “Obama introduced an altogether 
new tool for presidents to expand their influence” (p. 1) and passed policy that would 
never have been approved by state lawmakers or congress. This new RTTT policy 
opened doors for reform that had been locked up for years. The rationale for Obama’s 
executive orders is often attributed to his leadership at a time when little policy could be 
passed due to a dysfunctional Congress and bipartisan failure (Rudalevige, 2016).  
 Teacher quality components. One of the major components of the RTTT policy 
involves the language specific to teacher quality. This emphasis on teachers was seen in 
the 1980s and 1990s during other economic downturns. Koppich and Esch (2012) claim 
that the economic conditions within America and the policy emphasis on teacher quality 
are synchronized; however, RTTT language is more focused on ridding poor teachers 
than professionalizing the entire workforce. The accountability policy focused on 
improving failed teacher evaluation models (Derrington, 2011). The common elements of 
laws passed within the states supporting RTTT include a required value-added growth 
model, inclusion of student learning growth data, and expansions of the rating system to 
measure teacher performance (Dixon, 2011). The inclusion of such previously 
untouchable elements, with direct impact on the local collective bargaining control, 
makes RTTT edgier than other policies in the past. The focus on accountability through 
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evaluation and tenure is newer and more provocative (McGuinn, 2012). Teacher 
evaluation requires measureable outcomes for every teacher in order to achieve on 
specific performance measures. This requirement is for all teachers, including teachers in 
fine arts, physical education, and special education.  
 State requirements. RTTT legislation requires the inclusion of objective 
measures for student growth and achievement within a weighting system. Within the 
teacher’s evaluation, student growth may account for 40% to 50% of the overall rating. 
Baker, Oluwole, and Green (2013) reported that over 20 states have adopted some form 
of the teacher evaluation policy. They also reported issues with the growth measures 
when it comes to reliability and validity. An analysis of the Gates Foundation MET 
project determined that “teacher evaluation on observed state test outcomes are only 
slightly better than coin tosses at identifying teachers whose students perform unusually 
well or badly on assessments of conceptual understanding” (Baker et al., 2013, p. 5). The 
states are moving to adopt the teacher evaluation components of the legislation in order to 
respond to the demands of public accountability (Derrington, 2011; Larsen, 2005). In 
addition, to avoid the accountability component of NCLB of 100% of students required to 
meet standards by 2014, many states applied for an ESEA flexibility waiver. The waiver 
required states to include a teacher evaluation reform agreement that included student 
growth measures (Buddin & Croft, 2014; Green, Donaldson, & Oluwole, 2014). Many 
states have included the student growth expectation in their reform packages for this 
reason. Another motivator for states was the U.S. Department of Education’s Teacher 
Incentive Fund (TIF). These funds were accessible to states that demonstrated a move 
toward merit-based compensation practices (Croft & Buddin, 2015). States looking to 
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make a shift in teacher evaluation were able to access federal funds through the grant 
programs and waiver incentives. 
Significance of Teacher Evaluation Reform 
 Teacher evaluation reform is significant to the system in various ways. The latest 
reform focuses on linking classroom performance data directly to teacher evaluation, 
employment, and compensation (Morgan, Hodge, Trepinski, & Anderson, 2014). All of 
these factors impact the day-to-day operations of a school district. In addition, the direct 
impact on teacher retention and stability is noticed. Student growth expectations 
generally include a value-added measure (VAM) or a student growth percentile (SGP). 
These two statistical approaches to measuring teacher effectiveness based on student 
performance vary. Both models require large samples of data and more research to 
validate reliability and validity (Baker et al., 2013; Morgan et al., 2014). Therefore, a 
great deal of time and resources are being spent on learning, implementing, and using 
data in teacher evaluations that might not have a legitimate research backing. In addition, 
VAMs often demonstrate instability of data from year to year. An educator may shift 
from the top quartile in student performance to the bottom in a single year due to the 
needs of the cohort (Buddin & Croft, 2014).  
 Teacher evaluation systems that stress accountability based on standardized 
achievement often invoke fear and angst among educators. Fear and angst of teachers can 
actually inhibit student growth and development (Larsen, 2005). Administrators are also 
concerned about the lack of flexibility and training that are available to institute teacher 
evaluation practices with such high-stakes consequences in a relatively short 
implementation window (Hazi & Rucinski, 2009). Derrington (2011) shared that an 
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unintended outcome of the teacher evaluation reform is that principals reported less time 
to spend in classrooms working with students and teachers, as the demands of 
documenting and meeting the new teacher evaluation requirements shifted priorities. 
The reform on teacher evaluation was intended to improve the quality of teaching and 
learning. There is more research and review needed to determine if the intended results of 
the reform are actualized. The benefits to the reform need to outweigh the intended and 
unintended consequences. 
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
  According to Bill Gates via the website, the Gates Foundation philanthropy 
serves as “catalysts for human promise everywhere” (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, n.d.-­‐a). The Foundation focuses its work in four major areas, one of which is education. 
In 2001, the Foundation opened a regional office in Washington, DC to maintain 
relationships with government-funded initiatives. Bill Gates left his post at Microsoft to 
focus on the work of the Foundation full-time after seven years. The Foundation provides 
grants to support reforms that align to the Foundation’s goals. Schmit (2010) claimed that 
the Gates run a tight organization that will continue to fund grants if policy positions of 
the recipients remain aligned to the Foundation’s position. This section of the literature 
review will focus specifically on the history of the Gates Foundation’s educational branch 
and will include a glimpse into the Foundation’s history with education-based policy 
work. This section will wrap up with a focus specific to RTTT policy. 
History of Gates Foundation and Education 
 Currently, the Gates Foundation has prioritized two domains within the American 
education system that need attention and improvement. These domains include college-
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ready education and postsecondary success. The college-ready goal emphasizes 
improvements in K-12 public schools to ensure students can graduate from high school 
and earn college degrees or certificates. Postsecondary success focuses on affordable 
postsecondary education for students from low-income situations with a goal toward 
achieving a degree or certificate with labor-market value. Although these two areas serve 
as the Foundation’s current focus, it has taken the non-profit 13 years to reach this point. 
This section will focus on three key phases of the Foundation’s development. The first 
phase from 1994–1999, referred to as the start-up phase, explores how Bill Gates moved 
from ideas to action in building a foundation. The next phase, the growth phase, spans 
seven years from 2000–2007 and exhibits how the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation first 
implemented reform through grants and an oversight system. The maturity phase is 
determined as the time from 2008–2013, when Bill Gates stepped down from Microsoft 
to commit his efforts to the Foundation fulltime. This phase includes a sharpening of the 
Foundation’s work in education reform and alignment with federal policy initiatives.  
Start-Up Phase (1994–1999)  
 The same year Bill Gates married Melinda French, he also founded the William 
H. Gates Foundation to share some of his wealth. His father managed the $94 million 
Foundation from the humble atmosphere of his home basement (Gant, 2001; Leknes, 
2012). This initial Foundation, founded in 1994, focused on global health, specifically 
reproductive and child health. In 1995, Bill Gates was named the richest person in 
America (Leknes, 2012). The development of the philanthropic foundations and Gates’ 
wealth grew in tandem with one another. The William H. Gates Foundation spurred the 
development of another foundation, the Gates Library Foundation (eventually becoming 
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the Learning Foundation). The goal of this foundation, created in 1997, centered on 
granting $200 million to bringing public access computers to libraries in the United 
States to help close the digital divide (Gant, 2001). It was a joint project between 
Microsoft and the American Library Association in December 1995 that actualized 
Gates’ goal to wire public libraries. The project entailed donating over 47,000 personal 
computers and offering over 62,000 professional learning opportunities for librarians 
(American Library Association, 2003). Ultimately, the Foundation shifted the percentage 
of library buildings in the country offering free Internet service for patrons from 28% to 
95%. As the CEO of a major computer software company, it is worthy to note that the 
goal of increasing Internet access at public libraries supported both the mission of the 
Foundation and his corporation. According to the American Library Association (2003), 
Gates dismissed any criticism in regard to this advantageous alignment by stating that 
public access to computers did not automatically translate into Microsoft profit.  
 Prior to merging his philanthropic efforts into one mega-foundation, Gates created 
the Gates Millennium Scholars Program in 1999 to focus on helping minority students 
earn advanced college degrees in science (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, n.d.-b). The 
United Negro College Fund managed the program. Recipients of the scholarship were 
required to meet a set of predetermined criteria created by the Gates Foundation in order 
to represent a diversified group of future leaders (DesJardins & McCall, 2008). The Gates 
Millennium Scholars Program remains active at universities and colleges throughout the 
country.  
 The start-up phase of the Gates Foundation culminated with the consolidation of 
the three foundations—the William H. Gates Foundation, the Gates Library Foundation, 
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and the Gates Learning Foundation—into one mega foundation focused on global health 
and education (Gant, 2001). The new foundation was named the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation. The Foundation focused on global health and education with an emphasis on 
21st century advancements in both fields. The purpose for the merger included improved 
efficiency in benefits and communications in an effort to increase its impact. As of 
October 1999, the Foundation enjoyed an endowment of $17.1 billion, producing the 
richest endowed philanthropy in the nation (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 1999; 
Gant 2001).  
Growth Phase (2000–2007)  
 Once the Gates Foundation was officially up and running in 2000, there were a 
number of reform efforts in education in need of support. For instance, the Foundation 
turned its attention to the high school level with the small schools movement. During this 
time, Gates also granted millions to charter school organizations. The Foundation made 
key connections with policymakers that would prove beneficial in later years. Due to the 
reform platforms, the manner in which the Foundation provided grants, and its attention 
to return on investment, the Gates Foundation was identified as venture philanthropy 
during this era. 
 Small schools movement. As President Bush began working with policymakers 
on NCLB, Bill Gates initiated his first major educational reform effort with the small 
schools movement at the high school level (Gates, 2005). The impetus behind the 
movement stemmed from research in the 1960s-1980s, from writers such as Deb Meier 
and Ted Sizer, demonstrating a marked difference in high schools’ performance when 
smaller communities were present in the educational setting (Howley & Howley, 2011; 
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Leknes, 2012). The Gates moved to the small school model by infusing over $2 billion 
toward helping school districts develop alternative settings to traditional high schools. 
Large, urban high schools developed schools-within-a-school model (Howley & Howley, 
2011). The goal was to close the achievement gaps in underperforming schools. Funding 
for the small schools movement ramped up to a peak in 2003, as by 2005 a study of the 
effectiveness of the small schools movement demonstrated lackluster results (Bloomberg 
Businessweek, 2010; Howley & Howley, 2011). The initial research used to support the 
initiative was thin, as the dated research had a sample that included an over-represented 
amount of small schools demonstrating higher student achievement (Wainer, 2009). After 
a large push and imposed implementation, the small school movement failed due to local 
pushback, lack of results, and a desired shift in focus by the Gates (Grey, 2011; Klonsky, 
2011). This failure caused the Gates Foundation to demand empirical evidence to support 
future educational platforms and accountability expectations (NBC News, 2010). Ravitch 
(2008) noted that Gates commissioned two studies of the small schools movement to 
document that although some factors, like attendance, improved in the small schools, 
overall achievement did not improve. In 2008, Gates admitted to a misfire on the small 
schools movement (Gates, 2008). At which point the Foundation’s work turned toward a 
common standards initiative. 
 Charter schools. In addition to supporting the small schools movement at the 
high school level, the Gates Foundation began investing in charter schools and the school 
choice movement. In 2001, the Foundation donated $1 million to the Brookings Institute 
for the National Working Commission on School Choice (Hill, 2006). According to a 
2003 press release, the Gates Foundation invested $22 million in the NewSchools 
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Venture Fund to increase the number of charter schools administered by non-profit 
management companies (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2003). The goal for 
supporting charter schools included ensuring higher graduation rates for poor and 
minority students. The growth of charter schools infused more competition among 
schools and built school systems with market-friendly assets (Hill, 2006; Leknes, 2012). 
The Foundation also gave about $8 million to the Knowledge is Power Program (KIPP) 
schools in 2005 to further grow the charter movement (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 
2004). The Foundation’s 2004 press release states that, “KIPP's high schools will provide 
longer classes and school days, rigorous college-preparatory curriculum, and intense 
connections between students and staff” (para. 6). The Foundation heralded the success 
of KIPP schools at the younger grades and was interested in supporting the design at the 
high school level. 
 Key partnerships. It was during the growth phase that Gates also developed key 
partnerships, financially and politically. Gates landed a huge financial gain in 2006 when 
Warren Buffet pledged $30 billion to the Gates Foundation, with a stipulation that the 
Foundation spend the total amount of the previous year’s donation, essentially doubling 
the worth of the Gates Foundation (Beckett, 2010; Leknes, 2012; Reckhow, 2013a; Bill 
& Melinda Gates Foundation, n.d.-b). The infusion of Buffet’s money drastically raised 
the Foundation’s power and ability to support wide reform initiatives. During this time, 
Gates also made critical public comments at the National Governor’s Association stating 
that high schools, even high-performing schools, were obsolete by design. He shared that 
he was terrified for the future workforce (Leknes, 2012). This 2005 speech and 
connection with the National Governor’s Association served as the beginning of a 
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partnership that informed the Obama Administration’s RTTT policy. The Gates 
Foundation began to work with Arne Duncan in 2006, when Duncan led the Chicago 
Public School District. It paved the way for a long-lasting relationship that extended to 
the next phase in the philanthropy’s evolution, serving as a primary catalyst in the 
development of national education reform.  
Maturity Phase (2008–2013)  
 As Gates became more involved in reform through key relationships in the 
previous phase, he began writing reform as part of his mega foundation. To dedicate the 
necessary time to the Foundation’s work, Bill Gates decided to leave his post as 
Chairman of the Board at Microsoft (Leknes, 2012). During the five years from 2008 – 
2013, the Gates Foundation took great strides in securing a relationship with the U.S. 
Department of Education. The Foundation also initiated an intense focus on defining 
effective teaching through a 3-year study. The Foundation clarified its education reform 
platform by designing a three-prong agenda to support college-ready K-12 education, 
closely mirroring key components of RTTT policy. In addition, the Foundation solidified 
its place in the ranks of venture philanthropies. 
 Federal partnerships. As of 2008, Bill and Melinda Gates served as co-chairs of 
the Gates Foundation. During this time, the Gates donated to the 2008 presidential 
election by supporting EDin08, a bipartisan effort to make education a prioritized issue in 
the presidential election (Leknes, 2012). The Gates Foundation joined forces with the 
Broad Foundation and funded a $60 million education campaign during the 2008 
presidential election. The issue of education developed into the most expensive, solitary 
campaign issue of the election. This campaign enticed both presidential candidates to 
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support the Foundations’ reform platform (Barkan, 2011). Therefore, regardless of the 
winner, the new President would focus on educational issues deemed important by two of 
the wealthiest foundations in the country.  
 The partnership between the federal government and the Gates Foundation 
advanced key issues in federal education policy, including charter schools, performance 
pay for educators, continued accountability, and national standards (Reckhow, 2013a). In 
addition, Arne Duncan’s role as U.S. Secretary of Education became an asset to the Gates 
Foundation, as they had collaborated with him in Chicago when he served as CEO of the 
district. In 2009, Duncan met with Foundation leadership to share the Obama 
Administration’s vision for foundation support and policy development (Koppich & 
Esch, 2012). Duncan actually appointed three former Gates’ employees to lead major 
federal education initiatives (Reckhow, 2013a). In addition, appointee Mildred Otero 
served as education counsel to the Senate education committee’s chairman. Otero had 
previously functioned as the Gates’ postsecondary program officer (Field & Holdaway, 
2013). The Gates supported specific education reform efforts through campaign funding 
and provided administrative leadership to the federal government by exporting top Gates’ 
Foundation officials to work directly with ally Arne Duncan. This combination of efforts 
served as a boost for the Gates Foundation and their work in policy development and 
implementation. 
 Teacher effectiveness. As the Gates Foundation matured and grew roots in 
Washington DC, a clearer vision and focus emerged at the K-12 level. In 2008, the 
Foundation commissioned economist Thomas Kane from Harvard to work with a $45 
million budget to conduct research on teacher quality and the impact on student 
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performance (Bloomberg Businessweek, 2010; Sawchuck, 2013). This move began to 
shape a wide policy goal related to teacher effectiveness. A large-scale project titled 
Measures of Effective Teaching began in the fall of 2009. According to the Bill & 
Melinda Gates Foundation press release (2013), the MET project included “a three-year 
study designed to determine how to best identify and promote great teaching” (para. 1). 
The MET website communicated that the project’s goal was to determine the most 
effective teaching strategies and evaluation measures to help all teachers become great. 
The project focused primarily on a massive effort to videotape over 20,000 authentic 
lessons from over 3,000 teachers participating in the project. The videotaped lessons were 
then viewed and scored by trained raters to determine if there was a way to identify and 
measure great teaching. 
 The study required detailed observation protocols, a look at teacher content 
knowledge, and measures of standardized tests and assessments. According to a 2010 
interview with Bloomberg Businessweek, Gates quipped, “Every profession has to have 
some form of measurement” (p. 1). Whereas NLCB measured student growth and 
progress, the Gates Foundation moved to ensure that teachers were individually 
accountable for their own and their students’ growth and progress. Gates specifically 
engaged six school districts in the study—Charlotte-Mecklenburg (North Carolina), 
Denver, Hillsborough County, Pittsburgh, Memphis, Hillsborough County (Florida), and 
New York City for the MET project (Koppich & Esch, 2012). The 3-year project 
culminated in 2013 with a final report determining that multiple-measures were key to 
determining the effectiveness of teaching, with the key finding being that it is possible to 
determine good teaching through better observation protocols and the use of multiple 
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measures (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2013). The MET used standardized testing 
data made available by NCLB, but shaped it toward the Race to the Top (RTTT) platform 
of using the student assessment data as a component of teacher evaluation.  
 College-ready platform. In 2013, the Gates Foundation clarified its movement in 
the college-ready (K-12) education program and shared three areas of specific concern. 
The three points that grew from this focus included focus on effective teaching, a focus 
on learning, and innovation to engage students (Michigan State University, 2013). The 
effective teaching emphasis is a direct result of the 2013 MET findings. The Foundation 
shared that this work with teacher evaluation aligned with RTTT policy. In addition, the 
Gates Foundation’s focus on learning stemmed from their support of the Common Core 
State Standards (Gates, 2008). The Gates Foundation contributed over $170 million in 
grant dollars to various organizations (private and public) to support the implementation 
of the Common Core standards (Strauss, 2013). The Gates were instrumental in 
collaborating with U.S. Secretary Duncan on moving the Common Core State Standards 
from conception to inception. The National Governor’s Association was one of the 
prominent policymakers for the Common Core movement, the same organization that 
heard Gates speak in 2005 about the failing U.S. educational system.  
 The last element to the Gates Foundation’s current vision included the need to 
foster innovation to engage students. This emphasis included the ideas of harnessing self-
paced, game-based learning and blended learning techniques. Gates became a supporter, 
both financially and personally, of the Khan Academy. In 2010, the Gates Foundation 
contributed $1.5 million to the online learning site (Gates Foundation, 2010; Khan 
Academy, n.d.). The Khan Academy was an example of the Gates Foundation’s vision to 
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use tech-based learning tools to support students learning Common Core standards in a 
self-paced and mastery-based manner.  
Gates Foundation and Policy Development 
 The development in maturity of the Gates Foundation mirrors the development of 
federally mandated policy that emphasized accountability, measurement, and 
competition. NCLB developed a system of school accountability that measured success 
by standardized assessment measures made publically available for evaluation and school 
comparison. Schools were either meeting the standards or considered “failing.” As Gates 
highlighted in his 2013 Annual Letter, effective measurement is imperative for any 
organization’s success. As a corporate businessman, he believes that success must be 
quantitatively measured, much like the NCLB accountability system. The Gates 
Foundation, however, moved the accountability system from school-wide to teacher-
specific. RTTT policy incorporates teacher evaluation measures that include student-
specific assessment data. There is a connection between the organization’s growth and 
the shaping of policy related to measurement and accountability. 
 NCLB tended to mask the emphasis on market-based solutions in education; 
however, the component was present. Sunderman and Kim (2007) stated that NCLB was 
based on the premise that competition and accountability would drive improved 
performance. Failing schools were also required to offer supplemental education services 
to students, resulting in free tutoring at the district’s expense. Parents selected tutoring 
services to help their child perform better on the standardized assessment. The Gates 
Foundation also supported market-based models of reform and provided financial grants 
to private charter school enterprises. There was support for development and assessment 
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of Common Core Standards, a national set of standards that include internationally 
benchmarked assessments. This comparison creates a competitive goal for ensuring that 
schools meet the needs of students by effectively measuring teacher effectiveness and 
success.  
 Unlike NCLB, the Gates Foundation is able to have a direct influence on RTTT 
policy through the relationship with U.S. government policymakers, such as Arne 
Duncan and other key appointed leaders with Gates Foundation service records. Duncan 
created a Director of Philanthropic Engagement position to help ensure that foundations 
are able to have direct policy involvement at the highest level (Koppich & Esch, 2012). 
The 2013 Gates Foundation’s platform focused on teacher effectiveness, student learning, 
and innovation mirror the major components of the federal RTTT policy. A distinct 
parallel exists between the work of the Foundation, federal policy, and the mandated 
actions at the local level. 
 The involvement of the Gates Foundation with RTTT has included both 
supporting states with the application process and working with the U.S. Department of 
Education on policy language development. A focus of the RTTT policy includes a focus 
on development and accountability of specific teachers. Gates has supported research 
looking at the design, measures, and techniques used within teacher evaluation. In 2009, 
Gates initiated the MET project to examine effective value-added models (DeMarrais & 
Suggs, 2011). In fact, most of the Gates Foundation’s involvement in RTTT policy has 
been focused on improving instruction through teacher quality. DeMarrais and Suggs 
(2011) shared that the amount of funding in this area has exceeded $500 Million. This 
emphasis on teacher quality specific to evaluation is a major motivating factor for 
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policymakers to continue to urge policy. Gates has been cited for maintaining a close 
relationship with, U.S. Department of Education’s, Arne Duncan. There is a shared focus 
on student performance related to good teaching, causing a domino effect for getting rid 
of bad teachers and financially rewarding good teachers (NBC News, 2010). Bloomberg 
Businessweek (2010) reported that Gates’ development of the Intensive Partnerships for 
Effective Teaching marked the most far-reaching effort to evaluate teachers on student 
growth measures with compensatory benefits and served as the primary funding source 
for the Common Core State Standards development. 
 As stated earlier, RTTT is a grant-based initiative, requiring states to apply for 
money by committing to the requirements and enacting state-level policy changes. The 
Gates directly funded some states during the grant writing process, if the state’s policy 
parameters aligned to the mission and vision of the Foundation (Barkan, 2011; Dillon, 
2009). According to a 2011 report from the U.S. Government Accountability Office 
(GAO), the technical assistance provided to states by the Gates Foundation included 
consulting services worth over $250,000. An 8-point checklist, required by the 
Foundation, measured this alignment. The Gates definitely supported school districts that 
included student test scores into teacher and principal evaluations. In addition, Reckhow 
(2013b) calculated that from 2000 to 2010 the Gates Foundation multiplied its funding 
for national level policy research and advocacy by more than seven times, resulting in 
more than 20% of the Gates Foundation’s 2010 funding dedicated to policy work. 
According to Reckow (2013b), “The foundation selects its agenda priorities, supports (or 
helps create) grantees aligned with those priorities, and works single-mindedly toward 
advancing its goals at the local, state, and national levels” (para. 4). This demonstrates a 
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strategic alignment. 
Gaps in the Literature 
 The role of power philanthropies in policy development has increased over the 
past decade; however, research focused on understanding their influence is limited. This 
lack of research is due, in part, by the short elapse of time since the shift in power for the 
philanthropies. In addition, some critiques shared that so much research was funded by 
the philanthropies, it is difficult to find researchers able or willing to examine the 
influence of the power philanthropies (Barkan, 2011). I support the argument that there is 
a lack of analysis on “non-system” players on policy, including both the inception and 
direction of influence. There are also critics who contend that the Gates Foundation is 
delving into an unprecedented arena of influence on public school policy without 
appropriate critique and checks and balances. 
Lack of Analysis on “Non-System” Players 
 Due to present economic conditions within the country, schools, and states, the 
federal government has turned to alternative funding sources to support public education. 
Players outside of the typical funding system have stepped forward to compensate for 
these funding gaps. Marsh and Wohlstetter (2013) studied the phenomenon of 
intergovernmental players in policymaking and made a call for researchers to examine 
the strategies and conditions used by foundations, intermediary organizations, and parents 
to shape federal, state and local school policy. Koppich and Esch (2012) echoed this call 
and shared the idea that extra-governmental actors and business community members 
shaped teaching policy and also defined the composition of the Gates Foundation. There 
is a relationship between the federal government and these actors; the question is in what 
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direction is the policy shaped. Koppich and Esch purport that philanthropies might be 
designing the policy agendas through their educational agenda with policymakers and 
funding relationships. The foundations have even self-reported an uneasiness about the 
tension in policy development (DeMarrais & Suggs, 2011). These tensions should be 
examined through the eyes of equity and wealth distribution (Reich, 2005). The financial 
and policy influence deserves a critical look in order to understand the implications 
related to how policy is shaped and for what reasons. 
Theoretical Concepts: Policy Process, Ideology, and Power  
 
 Hill (2001) wrote, “When people and political parties disagree about how society, 
schooling, or the economy should be organized, they justify their views with a particular 
version of what is right and what is wrong” (p. 8). Policy development is a complex 
process that involves many actors, values, and motives. As the opening statement 
suggests, the process of policy discourse involves varying viewpoints that are justified by 
one’s beliefs and values. This dissertation, in part, explored how those with power and 
authority draw from one’s ideology to shape policy. This section of the paper will focus 
on the theoretical concepts ideology and power and how these concepts work in tandem 
to shape various stages of policy development.  
Policy Process 
Public policy is the dynamic and value-laden process through which a political 
system handles a public problem…. The policy process is a sequence of events 
that occurs when a political system considers different approaches to public 
problems, adopts one of them, tries it out, and evaluates it (Fowler, 2008, p. 5, 
14).  
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  The process of developing public education policy has shifted over recent years. 
The current environment is rich with dialogue describing the failing public school system 
or a school system in crisis. The state and federal governments are responding by issuing 
new policies and proposing more opportunities for accountability and control, exhibiting 
a shift in ideology from earlier decades (Fowler, 2013). Although the environment is 
shifting, the steps to transforming an idea into policy remain relatively consistent. The 
work of Fowler (2008) is used to define the early policy development stages studied in 
this dissertation: 
• Issue definition—the identification of the social problem attempting to be 
addressed by policy; 
• Agenda setting—when an issue is acted upon by the government and placed 
on a policy agenda; 
• Policy formulation—when policy is written and proposed for adoption; 
• Policy adoption—when the governmental officials officially vote on policy to 
enact it; 
• Implementation—grassroots enactment of policy and alignment to rules and 
regulations.  
It is important to note that not all issues are acted upon to form an agenda. 
Therefore, there is a filter applied to issues to move them on to the agenda setting stage. 
Agendas are set by officials within the government determining that there is a need for 
close attention and governmental action on a specific issue (Kingdon, 2011). The 
selective process for moving an issue onto the agenda phase is important to note. 
Ideology, power, and authority influence the process. These concepts are described in 
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more detail in this section of the paper. 
Ideology 
 Ideology is defined by Isaak (1987) as “a fairly coherent set of values and beliefs 
about the way the social, economic and political systems should be organized and 
operated and recommendations about how these values and beliefs should be put into 
effect” (p. 133). In recent education policy development, ideology often supersedes 
research and empirical evidence when determining key issues and solutions (Lubienski et 
al., 2014; Tienken, 2013). Legislators are policymakers who enact policy, and researchers 
provide empirical evidence to inform policy. There is often a disconnect between the 
policymakers and scholars. Fischer (2003) stated, “Empirical data and information play a 
role in policymaking, but their meaning is determined by how they fit into the particular 
arguments of an ideological framework” (p. 62). Therefore, the evidence found in 
research is selectively applied based on the values and beliefs of the primary policy 
actors. In public school policy, the dominant ideas that are often accepted without any 
resistance are often the ideas that seem guaranteed, or embedded in dominant class 
cultures. The dominant ideology is often present without requiring much thought or 
critique, as if the ideology was simply common sense (Apple, 2014). The majority-
favored ideals are generally accepted. 
 In education policy today, the dominant ideology is worth discussing. Ness and 
Gándara (2014) studied the inventory of ideological think tanks in education policy. 
Conservative think tanks have a much stronger presence than the progressive equivalents 
accompanied with deeper networks and strategic marketing. The primary policy 
advocates are supporting policy that is inclusive of ideas related to individual liberties, 
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market-based solutions, and limited governmental control. There is limited ability to 
assuage one’s ideological position with information or evidence if the new information 
requires a departure from key beliefs (Fischer, 2003). The current dominance of 
conservative values in education policy development is important to note and will be 
expanded upon in this study. There will also be discussion in regard to the Walton, 
Broad, and Gates Foundation’s ideology and how they align with policy development. 
Power and Authority 
 Both power and authority are key terms when discussing political activity. To 
define the term power, Muth (1984) states that power is “the ability of an actor to affect 
the behavior of another actor” (p. 27). In the realm of educational policy, actors can be 
legislators, scholars, lobbyists, think tank representatives, etc. When an actor influences 
the outcome of a policy or its development duration, there is an act of power. This power 
is influenced by status, money, and information. Therefore, how others view an actor 
influences their status. The amount of funding and financial resources influence the 
actual power an actor might have in a political situation. The concept of power can also 
be attributed to a desire to maintain compliance notwithstanding a conflict of interests or 
ideology. Power manifests by ensuring that those with less power maintain their place in 
the hierarchy. Burbules (1986) states, “all social relations take on power significance 
because power relations suppress, disguise, preserve, or deny conflicts of interest” (p. 
98, emphasis in original). Those in power are then able to maintain their status above 
others and shape outcomes based on values that persevere beyond conflict. 
 In addition, information and knowledge are also key sources for enriching one’s 
own power in educational policy. Those in power commit acts that shape the outcomes of 
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an event, a product, or a person’s thinking (Fowler, 2008). The application of power can 
be used for both positive and negative motivations, and can be abused or used with 
integrity. One must amass resources to exercise power. These resources come in the areas 
of material, social, and knowledge (Fowler, 2008). Those in power need to develop 
followers and allies through thoughtful and systematic measures to building up their 
social status (Mann, 1992). This build up of status can often become a presumed privilege 
that becomes unquestioned (Burbules, 1986). This privileged perspective has an 
influential role in policymaking, affording those with power to take advantage of their 
status determine policy agendas. 
 Authority is related to power, but has a different definition. When power is 
legitimized, a person or organization earns authority (Dornbusch & Scott, 1975). 
Authority can be formal, due to a person’s specific position or role or informal, due to a 
special expertise, or due to status within a social network (Coburn, Bae, & Turner, 2008). 
Authority has more to do with the act of using one’s power to influence an outcome. 
Once authority is legitimized, there is a sense of status and entitlement with long-lasting 
effects. Power and authority work hand-in-hand in the process of policy development. 
This study will examine the use of power and authority by the mega foundations, with a 
closer analysis of the Gates Foundation, on their work toward shaping public school 
policy within RTTT. 
Implications and Recommendations 
 Foundations have demonstrated a great deal of interest in educational reform over 
the past decade within the accountability movement. Upon studying the evolution of the 
private education-focused foundations and reviewing the components of prominent 
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education reform, key themes emerged in the research. Ferrare and Reynolds (2014) 
iterate, “The influential power of foundations arises from their ability to create, sustain, 
and transform networks of organizations that can collectively mobilize the resources 
needed to shape education policy across local, national, and international scales” (p. 138). 
Since the inception of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation in 2000, the Foundation 
continued to support market-based solutions to fixing a failing public school system. The 
financial support of charter schools and the public statements made by Bill Gates 
demonstrate a consistent reform support for school choice. In addition, the recent Gates 
Foundation emphasis on teacher effectiveness and evaluation has paralleled key sections 
in the federal education policy. The last theme emerged was the transparent partnership 
with U.S. Secretary of Education, Duncan, and other key actors in the U.S. Department of 
Education. This partnership demonstrated an alliance between the Foundation’s platforms 
and federal policy. The Gates Foundation was able to use its influence and power to 
introduce teacher evaluation reform that met great resistance in the past (Reckhow, 
2013a). By supporting market-based reform agendas, emphasizing teacher effectiveness 
through policy work, and partnering with the policy elites at the federal level, the Gates 
Foundation has been able to influence public school policy at the national, state and local 
levels.  
 Based on the aforementioned themes, there are recommendations worthy of 
noting. For one, the market-based view, driven by the corporate stakeholders, relaxes the 
emphasis of equity in education, and drives a competitive market place platform. The 
Gates Foundation also supports an environment where teachers are being evaluated based 
on standardized growth measures, noticed in RTTT policy, with little emphasis placed on 
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research that questions this approach to measuring teacher effectiveness. An implication 
is that local school districts end up with less control and oversight of the school district in 
order to align with the mandated RTTT issues, such as measuring teacher effectiveness. 
While there appears to be more choice embedded in the policies supported by the Gates 
Foundation, the choice is being directed by the policies themselves. The powerful 
corporate values take precedence over the collective goals of democracy. 
 In addition, the Gates Foundation’s advocacy and policy work accentuates the 
goals of economic profit through a corporate lens. While the tag line goal for the 
Foundation is to increase college graduates, this paper brought into question the 
beneficiaries of this goal. As education is becoming less of a social mobilizer, who really 
benefits from increasing the college graduation rates? This question is especially 
interesting when analyzing the means supported to increase the rates. The Gates 
Foundation prefers to include more rigorous standards and assessment of the students and 
teachers. The economic benefit is developing a more educated working class, who learn 
to navigate the educational system built for those with enough political savvy to navigate 
the system. Little attention is given to the value of equitable educational environments. 
Rather, it is through charter competition, often financially benefiting the for-profit 
agencies backing the charters, often resulting in mixed student performance results 
(Huerta & d’Entremont, 2010). Saltman (2009) refers to the Gates Foundation as venture 
philanthropy, treating education as “a private consumable service and promotes business 
remedies, reforms, and assumptions with regard to public schooling” (p. 53). The notion 
that teachers feel incentivized by monetary bonuses or merit pay for meeting standardized 
testing goals is flawed and clearly misrepresents many educators. An implication is that 
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economic profit is not a sustainable view and goal for public education, as without a 
critically educated population, democracy, in and of itself, is at risk. 
 Further research and critique is needed to continue to monitor the influence and 
work of the Gates Foundation. Kovacs and Christie (2008) state that the Foundation is 
not experiencing the necessary checks and balances to hold their decision-making 
accountable in the public arena. While voters hold local school boards, policymakers, and 
the presidential administration accountable, little accountability is built into the system 
for the venture philanthropists, such as the Gates Foundation (Ravitch, 2010). Instead, 
through the rich and aggressive funding structures, neoliberal values and ideologies are 
woven into the policy fabric. If this work and influence of the Gates Foundation 
continues to go unchecked, there are deep long-standing implications for all students due 
to the reform platforms themselves. Little of these reform movements are supported by 
peer-reviewed research. More research should be done to critique the efforts, processes, 
and reforms supported by the powerful Gates Foundation. 
 The influence of this powerful, private foundation on public education needs more 
critique and analysis. Kovacs and Christie (2008) authored an article inspiring researchers 
to analyze the campaign efforts of the Gates Foundation. In 2006, Swanson and Barlage 
studied factors shaping education policy development. They found that in some instances, 
policymakers ranked Bill Gates ahead of the Secretary of Education. Two hundred 
education policy experts ranked the Gates Foundation as the third most influential 
organization only preceded by the U.S. Congress and U.S. Department of Education 
(Reckhow, 2013a). If Bill Gates is this influential in policy development, is there enough 
oversight to monitor the influence?  
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY 
 The previous two chapters outlined the research questions for this study and 
provided background and underlying research to inform the process. In this chapter, I 
discuss the research methods used to conduct the study. The methodology was a mixed-
method analysis. For this study, the focus was on the Obama Administration’s key policy 
components found in the Obama Administration’s RTTT policy. The most prominent K-
12 education foundations were identified in the Review of Literature—Gates, Broad, and 
Walton. An analysis of the publically available tax documents, 990-PF was conducted, 
documenting every grant associated with K-12 education in 2008. Grants were also coded 
for the Gates Foundation in 2012 tax documents (990-PF).  
 The purpose of the study was to investigate and analyze how the Gates, Broad, 
and Walton Foundations awarded grants to determine the alignment with the eight key 
RTTT policy strands. The procedures for this study are presented in this chapter. I 
discussed the specifics of my research methodology, including research design, 
procedures, and data analysis processes. Sections are dedicated to the two research 
questions. This chapter will conclude with a summary of limitations specific to the design 
of my study. 
Research Design 
The evolution of education policy control shifting from state to federal levels 
raises some concerns for public school advocates. With the sunset of NCLB and the 
implementation of RTTT, a deeper analysis was timely to identify the policy actors and 
influences at the federal level. Specifically, the purpose of this study was to gain a better 
understanding of the governmental and philanthropic relationships during the policy 
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development process. To inform this study, grant disbursements were examined. In a 
study related to charter school reform, Au and Ferrare (2015) stated, “Our findings raise 
concern about the disproportionate power of super-wealthy individuals and their related 
philanthropic organizations in shaping public education policy” (p. 158). Therefore, this 
study looks at granting of dollars and projects associated with RTTT policy during the 
agenda setting and policy formation phases in 2008. It also studied the granting of dollars 
and projects in 2012 for the Gates Foundation with a specific focus on teacher 
effectiveness during the RTTT policy implementation phase. 
The research design involved content analysis in both qualitative and quantitative 
forms. The first phase of the data collection process incorporated qualitative analysis of 
grants through use of coding according to a pre-determined set of criteria (Creswell, 
2009). The resulting data were expressed in both qualitative and quantitative forms. The 
counting of grants and the sum of grant dollars associated with RTTT policies were 
depicted to present the data and show relationships among the foundations and policy 
components. Qualitative methods were employed to analyze the descriptions of the 
awarded grants through the use of coding. This resulted in a quantitative, descriptive 
statistics aligned with RTTT policy and foundation grant giving. 
Research Questions 
 The critical look at educational policy development, as it evolved during the 
Obama Administration’s RTTT policy development phases, focused on the relationships 
between grant awards and policy alignment. Due to the significant influence of the Gates 
Foundation on policy development, as noted in the review of literature, this study also 
dedicated a research question specific to this influential policy action. Therefore, this  
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study posed the following research questions:	  
1. How did the funding priorities of major foundations and the U.S. Department 
of Education align to set the policy agenda specific to Race to the Top? 
2. What is the involvement of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation on the 
policy development process related to teacher effectiveness in Race to the 
Top? 
Data Collection 
 First, the data was collected from the 990-PF tax forms. When descriptive 
information about the grant was available and recorded, I was able to code the grant 
content at that time. If more information was needed, such as only the name of the 
grantee and amount were provided, additional sources were accessed. These sources 
included websites, press releases, grant summaries on organizational material generated 
by the recipient. In some cases, such as when a charter school was named as a grant 
recipient, the grant was coded as in alignment with charter school category. Table 1 is the 
data matrix used for this study. 
Content Analysis 
 Content analysis is a common research approach in public policy. The approach 
involves counting the occurrences of a particular concept that is associated with 
predetermined categories (Fischer, 2003). It allows the researcher flexibility in analyzing 
text data to determine relationships and associations. Although primarily qualitative by 
nature, the researcher is able to code the data and present the data in a quantitative 
manner. The content analysis methodology used in this dissertation was a directed  
approach to content analysis. As the RTTT key components were explicitly 
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Table 1 
 
Data Matrix 
Research Questions Data Collection Sources How Will I Access the Data? 
1. How did the funding 
priorities of major 
foundations and the U.S. 
Department of Education 
align to set the policy 
agenda specific to Race to 
the Top? 
Content Analysis 
Document review 
Tax forms 
Policy review 
Media 
Organization websites 
Press releases 
Open source documents on U.S. 
Department of Education 
website, open source documents 
on foundation websites, searches 
for media documentation, web 
searches for mainstream media 
reports 
2. What is the involvement of 
the Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation on the policy 
development process 
related to teacher 
effectiveness in Race to the 
Top? 
Content Analysis 
Document review 
Tax forms 
Policy review 
Media 
Organization websites 
Press releases 
Open source documents on U.S. 
Department of Education 
website, open source documents 
on Gates Foundation website, 
searches for media 
documentation, web searches for 
mainstream media reports 
 
communicated in the policy, I organized the components into eight key concepts and 
operationally defined them using language available in The White House press release 
materials that are available to the public in 2009 and posted on the website. According to 
Hsieh and Shannon (2005), “The goal of the directed approach to content analysis is to 
validate or extend conceptually a theoretical framework or theory” (p. 1281). This 
approach allows the researcher to show relationships between or among variables.  
 It is required to predetermine the coding scheme using a deductive category 
application (Mayring, 2000). It is important to have a well-articulated step model via an 
agenda to describe the coding process. Therefore, Table 2 outlines the coding agenda for 
this study. The rules for distinguishing the difference between categories were supported 
by material and practical implementation. For instance, standards and assessments appear 
in the same bullet point summary of RTTT policy. For implementation, however, these  
two concepts are different. A grant could support just assessment or just standards, and it 
 
was important to differentiate the data. Therefore, grants were coded and marked for 
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Table 2 
 
Coding Agenda According to RTTT Key Component 
 
Category Definition* Examples Coding Rules 
Rigorous 
Standards 
Designing and 
implementing rigorous 
standards by 
encouraging states to 
work jointly toward a 
system of common 
academic standards 
that builds toward 
college and career 
readiness. 
“To build math capacity for 
students and teachers using the 
college readiness standards, local 
solutions and support of 
standards-based curricula and 
instruction.” 
$1,253,000 grant to Washington 
State Board for Community and 
Technical Colleges from Gates 
Foundation 
Any reference to a set 
of common academic 
standards that builds 
toward college and 
career readiness, 
including the Common 
Core State Standards. 
High-Quality 
Assessment 
Designing and 
implementing high-
quality assessments, 
by encouraging states 
to work jointly toward 
improved assessments 
designed to measure 
critical knowledge and 
higher-order thinking 
skills. 
“Improvements in student, 
teacher, school and district 
assessment and accountability, 
growth of open enrollment 
public charter school options, 
and expansion of choice for 
Arkansas parents and children.” 
$90,000 grant to Arkansas for 
Education Reform Foundation 
from Walton Foundation 
Any reference to 
improved assessments 
designed to measure 
critical knowledge and 
higher-order thinking, 
including standards 
 
Teacher 
Preparation and 
Professional 
Learning 
Attracting and keeping 
great teachers and 
leaders in America’s 
classrooms by 
expanding effective 
support to teachers 
and principals; 
reforming and 
improving teacher 
preparation; and 
working to ensure that 
our most talented 
teachers are placed in 
the schools and 
subjects where they 
are needed the most. 
“Teacher quality; 
Transformational” 
$2,050,000 grant to Teach for 
America from Walton 
Foundation 
Any reference to 
expanding support to 
teachers and principals; 
reforming and 
improving teacher 
preparation 
Teacher 
Evaluation 
Attracting and keeping 
great teachers and 
leaders in America’s 
classrooms by revising 
teacher evaluation, 
compensation, and 
retention policies to 
encourage and reward 
effectiveness. 
“To support the development of 
a comprehensive performance 
management system in the 
district.” $1,000,000 grant to 
Denver Public School 
Foundation from Broad 
Foundation 
Any reference to 
revising teacher 
evaluation, 
compensation and 
retention policies to 
encourage and award 
effectiveness 
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Table 2 (cont.) 
 
Coding Agenda According to RTTT Key Component 	  
Category • Definition* Examples Coding Rules 
Data Systems • Supporting data 
systems that inform 
decisions and improve 
instruction, by fully 
implementing a 
statewide longitudinal 
data system, assessing 
and using data to drive 
instruction, and 
making data more 
accessible to key 
stakeholders. 
“To provide parents with easy to 
understand data and advice to 
help improve their child's ability 
to reach high standards.” 
$2,000,000 grant to Greater 
Schools, Inc. from Gates 
Foundation 
 
Any reference to data 
systems, including 
statewide longitudinal 
data systems, assessing 
and using data to drive 
instruction, and making 
data more accessible to 
key stakeholders 
Turn-around 
Strategies 
Using innovation and 
effective approaches 
to turn-around 
struggling schools, by 
asking states to 
prioritize and 
transform persistently 
low-performing 
schools; reinvigorating 
math and science 
education, and 
promoting other 
conditions favorable to 
innovation and reform. 
“To help fund Oakland Unified 
School District’s central office 
and district redesign.” 
$2,250,000 to East Bay 
Community Foundation from the 
Broad Foundation 
Any reference to 
approaches to turn-
around struggling 
schools 
Public-Private 
Partnerships 
Demonstrating and 
sustaining education 
reform, by promoting 
collaborations 
between business 
leaders, educators, and 
other stakeholders to 
raise student 
achievement and close 
achievement gaps. 
“To provide member NGOs and 
the industry at large with tools 
and strategies to deliver on-the 
ground, market-based services to 
the urban poor via practitioner 
learning programs.” 
$2,002,360 grant to Small 
Enterprise Edu and Promotion 
from Gates Foundation 
Any reference to 
promoting 
collaboration among 
business leaders, 
educators, and other 
stakeholders to raise 
student achievement 
and close achievement 
gaps 
Charter Schools Demonstrating and 
sustaining education 
reform, by expanding 
support for high-
performing public 
charter schools. 
“Support Charter Schools.” 
$245,000 grant to Association of 
Missouri Charter Schools from 
Walton Foundation 
Any reference to 
expanding support for 
public charter schools 
*Note: Source is The White House (2009). 
zero, or one, or up to eight RTTT policy components.  
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 To systematically examine the level of grant awarding for philanthropic support 
for particular RTTT policy components, data were collected from the 2008 and 2012 990-
PF tax forms filed by the Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations. These three 
philanthropic foundations were identified in the initial review of literature as the mega 
foundations, instrumental in K-12 education reform. The 990-PF tax forms report every 
grant that is disbursed during the fiscal year. These tax forms are publically accessible 
online. A similar process was used in research conducted by Reckhow and Snyder (2014) 
when determining funding patterns of the 15 largest education foundations in the 2000, 
2005, and 2010 fiscal years.  
 Each grant that explicitly linked to K-12 education was recorded, along with the 
recipient name, the recipient’s location, the amount of grant dollars awarded, and the 
description of the grant (if available) on a spreadsheet. If the grant description was not 
provided, a Boolean search was conducted on Google’s search engine using the exact title 
of the recipient’s name AND the name of the foundation AND the year. The Gates 
Foundation offers a grant database on its website, which provided additional descriptive 
information about most grants. Grants that were $10,000 or less were not included in the 
study, as the study focuses on larger grant dollars. Ostrander (2006) shares that big 
foundations are more likely to use grant funding for policy work. Excluding smaller 
grants receiving $10,000 or less minimized data distortion when analyzing the volume of 
grants awarded to K-12 education. The phenomena of removing this type of outlier data 
are referred to be an ethical consideration mentioned by Wasserman (2013). Grants 
below the $10,000 mark were removed for all three foundations. These smaller grants 
would have impacted the volume of grants associated with each RTTT component and 
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potentially distorted the data. 
 For 2008, the total K-12 grants analyzed were 284 associated with the Gates 
Foundation, 193 associated with the Walton Foundation, and 67 associated with the 
Broad Foundation. The total number of grants recorded, analyzed, and coded for 
alignment with RTTT core components in 2008 were 573. For 2012, the total K-12 grants 
analyzed were 502 associated with the Gates Foundation. The total sum of grants in 2012 
compared to 2008 is noteworthy. Over 1,000 grants were recorded onto a spreadsheet. 
Table 2 shares examples of coded grant language associated with each RTTT category 
and definition. To maintain objectivity, it was also important to have the coding rules 
associated with each RTTT component explicitly described (Haggarty, 1996). 
RTTT Policy Components 
 The ARRA of 2009 provided states with funding access via competitive grants 
while the country was enduring an economic slump. The U.S. Department of Education 
subsequently established the RTTP Initiative and awarded money to states who wrote 
compelling applications related to “developing effective teachers and leaders, improving 
the lowest-achieving schools, expanding student data systems, and enhancing standards 
and assessments” (U.S. Government Accountability Office, 2011, Introduction). This 
study used eight key components of RTTT policy for grant coding utilizing the content 
analysis methodology described in Table 2.  
Quantitative Analysis 
 The data were recorded and collected on spreadsheets. The total number, or 
volume, of grants associated with each RTTT key component was calculated. The total 
grant dollars associated with each RTTT key component were also calculated. As one 
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grant could be coded under multiple categories, the calculated totals of coded grants 
exceeded the number of grants actually reviewed. The results from the qualitative content 
analysis were presented numerically through totals, percentages, and frequencies. The 
study utilized descriptive statistics to find patterns and alignments with funding support 
and RTTT policy components. The quantitative analysis provided the ability to analyze 
patterns, changes in funding, and variances from foundation to foundation and year to 
year. The financial data collected to answer the second research question for the Gates 
Foundation was calculated with inflation adjustments to more accurately portray the 
information 
Data Management and Analysis  
 I used password accessible Google Spreadsheets to collect the data. The account 
is password protected. I also downloaded the spreadsheet into Excel format when 
finished with data collection, as Excel provides more robust graphing and charting 
capabilities. As a reliability check, I randomly selected 10% of my sources midway 
through the data and at the end of the data collection to ensure that coding was accurately 
identified and included in the data. The data collection stage took six months to complete, 
as a time period of no more than three hours were utilized to minimize fatigue-related 
errors associated with coding. This approached minimized an ethical consideration of 
carelessness associated with hurried or distracted research work (Wasserman, 2013).  
Positionalities and Limitations 
 Research methodology and researchers both have limitations that need to be 
accounted for at the beginning of the study. All researchers have personal perspectives 
and experiences they bring to the study. I am no different. Denzin and Lincoln (2003) 
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described the researcher as a human instrument, an accepted factor of a qualitative study. 
Greenbank (2003) shared that sound qualitative research practice includes sharing 
relevant aspects of the researcher that will provide the context. Therefore, it is important 
to note that I am an acting superintendent who has been charged with implementing 
educational reform aligned to federal policy. This experience definitely provides an 
experiential context when interpreting the information and documents.  
 Reflexivity, the conscious effort made by the researcher during the study to 
examine personal influence on interpretation of the documents and data, is an important 
component to process of qualitative research (Darawsheh, 2014; Greenbank, 2003). I 
committed to reviewing my findings frequently for evidence of my positionality 
influencing my interpretation of data. I also informed a confidant of my reactions to data 
and findings to ensure I was reflecting on my work and supporting the credibility of the 
work. I also located a number of sources of information to ensure that the narrative I 
share is representative of multiple and reputable sources.  
Bryant (2004) described limitations as the constraints present for a specific 
methodology. The limitations for this study include my own critical interpretation of the 
language. I am the sole researcher looking for language patterns and themes; this 
provides a limitation as far as reliability of results. Therefore, I did not add any formulas, 
including sums, to the spreadsheets until all data collection was finalized. Waiting to 
analyze the data set until the end of the data collection process reduced my ability to 
review and evaluate findings until all coding was complete. In addition, there are a range 
of voices and sources that I was able to analyze in this study due to limited time and 
financial commitment. The volume of documents and information accessible may not all 
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be analyzed and reviewed. This factor limits the scope of the research as well. Finally, as 
with any content analysis, there is an issue with accessing all policy texts due to the elite 
nature of access to these texts. I was not able to access all documents related to policy 
and the Foundations. 
Another limitation is related to definition of key terms. Although a coding agenda 
was used in accordance with best practice in the content analysis approach, the grants 
were not analyzed to determine if the outcome was actually reached. For instance, teacher 
effectiveness was a key term used in this study. The study did not examine each grant to 
determine if the outcome of the funded initiative actually improved teacher performance 
and effectiveness. Rather, the definitions of the terms in the grants were not considered. 
The coding was limited to the actual words used in the grant applications and databases. 
The study used data that was publically available for research use. It involved a 
great deal of copying and pasting from tax forms to Google Spreadsheets. From there, 
each grant was reviewed, researched, and coded according to the eight RTTT policy 
components. If a grant was not associated with a RTTT policy component, it was coded 
as “no affiliation.” Each grant was coded and compiled into spreadsheets, one for each 
foundation. The large data set was helpful in answering the research questions and 
ensuring the robustness of the information could be used to answer both research 
questions specific to RTTT policy alignment with the three mega foundations. 
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CHAPTER 4: RTTT AGENDA SETTING 
 This section answers the first research question, “How did the funding priorities 
of major foundations and the U.S. Department of Education align to set the policy agenda 
specific to Race to the Top?” According to Fowler (2008), agenda setting is the process 
by which a policy idea garners the attention of policy actors, such as politicians. Non-
governmental actors may influence this process and engage policymakers to move 
forward with a concept to the policy formulation stage. The research question focuses on 
this stage of policy development, therefore, this section will examine the number of 2008 
K-12 grants and grant dollars aligned with the eight core RTTT policy components from 
the three mega-foundations—the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Eli Broad 
Foundation, and the Walton Family Foundation. The policy components include:  
• Rigorous standards—any reference to a set of common academic standards 
that builds toward college and career readiness, including the Common Core 
State Standards. 
• High-quality assessment—any reference to improved assessments designed to 
measure critical knowledge and higher-order thinking, including standards 
• Teacher preparation and professional learning—any reference to expanding 
support to teachers and principals; reforming and improving teacher 
preparation 
• Teacher evaluation—any reference to revising teacher evaluation, 
compensation and retention policies to encourage and award effectiveness 
• Data systems—any reference to data systems, including statewide longitudinal 
data systems, assessing and using data to drive instruction, and making data 
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more accessible to key stakeholders 
• Turn-around strategies—any reference to effective approaches to turn-around 
struggling schools 
• Public-private partnerships—any reference to promoting collaboration among 
business leaders, educators, and other stakeholders to raise student 
achievement and close achievement gaps 
• Charter schools—any reference to expanding support for public charter 
schools 
 This chapter describes the ideological position of each of the foundations. A 
summary of the 2008 grant giving for each foundation is shared. The year 2008 was 
selected as it occurred prior to RTTT policy adoption in 2009, during the agenda setting 
and policy formulation stages of the policy. After the summaries are provided, grant 
giving is then analyzed to see how the number of grants and grant dollars associated with 
each RTTT core policy components are aligned. Finally, the theoretical framework of 
power and authority are applied to the analysis. Burbules (1986) states, “All social 
relations take on power significance because power relations suppress, disguise, 
preserve, or deny conflicts of interest” (p. 98, emphasis in original). Therefore, the 
analysis includes examining each foundation’s ability to affect behavior by suppressing 
other perspectives and demonstrate authority in policy development. Power will be 
analyzed by reviewing 2008 granting behavior and citing additional evidence of policy 
involvement with governmental actors and elites. Leknes (2012) wrote, “All donors 
approach philanthropy with a set of values that influence them and a worldview that they 
hope their money will accomplish. The actions of a foundation depend on the values and 
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interests of the individual” (p. 13). This chapter will discuss how a foundation’s 
ideological stance impacts how they make decisions related to grant awards and 
advocacy. 
 To assess the grant making aligned with RTTT policy components, data was 
collected from the 2008 990-PF tax forms filed by the three foundations. On 990-PF tax 
forms, foundations document every grant that is disbursed during the fiscal year. Grants 
specific to K-12 education and over $10,000 were recorded for the purpose of this study. 
Often, a brief description of the grant was provided or the grantee was identifiable by 
name, such as a charter school or a charter school system. Each grant was then coded to 
as to alignment with none, one, or some of the eight RTTT key components. Some grants 
were coded multiple times, as more than one RTTT component aligned with the grant. 
The next section shares the findings for 2008 grant awarding for all three foundations 
according to the content analysis. The following sections are then organized by 
foundation for targeted review and discussion of 2008 grant funding. Finally, the chapter 
ends with a summary of findings that help answer the first research question. 
Financial and Grant-Making Context for the Three Foundations 
 To analyze the K-12 education grant data for the three foundations, it is important 
to share the overall context for grant giving in 2008 that includes total grant dollars 
disbursed by each of the three foundations and the K-12 specific data. Table 3 provides 
financial and grant-making context for the three foundations under review in this study. 
This table provides a summary for the total grant making and grant dollars distributed by 
each of the foundations in 2008, as it aligns to K-12 education and RTTT specifically.  
Combined, all three foundations awarded 573 grants over $10,000 to K-12  
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Table 3 
 
Summary of Foundation Grant Distribution (2008) 
 
Foundation 
Total $ 
Disbursed 
Grants (1099) 
K-12 
Grants 
(>$10,000) 
Total $ 
Disbursed K-12 
Grants (1099) 
K-12 Grants 
Aligned to RTTT 
(% of K-12) 
K-12 Grant $ 
Aligned to RTTT 
(% of K-12) 
The Bill & 
Melinda 
Gates 
Foundation 
$2,805,251,969 284 $299,774,001 155 (55%) $167,782,893 (56%) 
The Walton 
Family 
Foundation 
$168,874,434 193 $94,154,232 161 (83%) $69,756,960 (74%) 
The Eli Broad 
Foundation $116,505,375 96 $54,420,532 78 (81%) 
$51,932,332 
(95%) 
TOTAL $3,090,631,778 573 $448,348,765 394 (69%) $289,472,185 (65%) 
 
education in 2008 for a total of $448,348,765. The Gates Foundation financially 
surpassed the other two foundations in K-12 grant giving aligned to RTTT by nearly 
$100 million with a total of $167,782,893 of grants disbursed. The Gates Foundation 
awarded 55% of the K-12 grants to RTTT aligned components, representing 56% of the 
total K-12 grant funds. Therefore, the percentage of K-12 grants and grant dollars 
associated with RTTT were similar at 55% and 56% respectively for the Gates 
Foundation.  
 The Walton Foundation awarded 83% (161 out of 193) of its K-12 grants to 
projects aligning with RTTT policy components. The total funding in 2008 was at 
$94,154,232 for K-12 grants, with 74% of the dollars or $59,756,960, directed toward 
RTTT specified components. While 83% of the K-12 grants aligned with RTTT, 74% of 
the available K-12 grant dollars funneled to RTTT aligned grants. 
 The Broad Foundation awarded 81% (78 out of 96) of its K-12 grants to projects 
aligned with RTTT specified components. The total funding in 2008 was at $54,420,532 
for K-12 grants, with 95% of the dollars, at $51,932,332, directed toward RTTT 
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components. While 81% of the K-12 grants aligned with RTTT, 95% of the available K-
12 grant dollars funneled to RTTT policy alignment. This was the tightest financial 
alignment with RTTT policy, defined by the highest percentage, of the three foundations. 
 When examining the total number grants awarded to K-12 education, the Gates 
Foundation and the Walton Foundation are similar at 155 and 161. However, the dollars 
associated with these grants differ considerably; the Gates Foundation awarded nearly 
$100 million more to its 155 grantees. Similarly, the Gates Foundation awards more 
dollars per grant on average. The analysis also shows that all three foundations 
demonstrated that the majority (greater than 50%) of K-12 education grants awarded in 
2008 were aligned with RTTT policy components. Both the Walton and the Broad 
Foundations had at least 80% of their K-12 grant dollars channeled toward RTTT 
components. This initial analysis demonstrates alignment with RTTT policy during the 
agenda setting stage in 2008. The next section more closely examines the 2008 granting 
outcomes for the Walton Foundation, Broad Foundation, and the Gates Foundation as it 
coincides with K-12 RTTT policy components. 
The Walton Family Foundation 
 The Walton Family initiated the Foundation’s K-12 education arm in the mid-
1990s. For over two decades, the family donated more than $1 billion to education grants. 
The funding and political emphasis has primarily been placed upon charter school 
expansion (Hess, Henig, & Hatfield, 2016; Lubienski et al., 2016; Rich, 2014). 
According to the 2015-2020 Walton Family Foundation Strategic Plan (2015),  
[One] in every 4 charter schools created nationally has received support from the 
Walton Family Foundation. Over the last decade, the foundation has invested 
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deeply in researching the impact of charter schools on the students and 
communities they serve…. In addition to supporting charter schools, the Walton 
Family Foundation also partners with public school districts to create autonomous 
schools of choice that are managed directly by districts, and it supports private 
schools that have access to public dollars. (p. 3)   
The Walton Family Foundation’s funding stream aligns with school choice policies and 
agendas. It is also the largest private donor to Teach for America, the organization that 
funnels many members to charter school environments (Rich). The Walton family is 
different than Gates and Broad in regard to public exposure and explicit advocacy. 
Reckhow (2013b) describes the foundation as a stealth Super PAC-like educational 
philanthropy, shying away from the spotlight. The organization has dedicated money and 
over a decade’s worth of political advocacy for its school choice position. In this section 
the concentrated funding efforts for the Walton Family Foundation are analyzed to 
examine how the Foundation’s funds align with RTTT key components. Figure 1 
illustrates the number of the Foundation’s grants aligned to the eight core components of 
RTTT policy. Table 4 shows the calculation of the Foundation’s K-12 grant alignment 
represented by the percentage of grants. Figure 2 displays the Foundation’s grant dollars 
aligned to the eight core components of the RTTT policy. 
Figure 1 shows the Walton Family Foundation awarded 161 grants in 2008 
aligned with the RTTT policy components. The number of grants coded as charter school 
affiliated (142) exceeded any other component by more than 120 grants. Public-Private 
was second in volume at 22 grants. The other six grant categories all were coded with 
less than 10 grants each. Turnaround affiliated grants were at nine, teacher evaluation and 
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teacher professional learning at six, assessment at four, standards at two, and data 
systems at one. Table 4 displays the percentage of RTTT affiliated grants that the Walton 
Family Foundation awarded by RTTT policy component. With 142 of the 161 awarded 
grants, the Walton Foundation disbursed 88% of the RTTT aligned grants to charter 
school affiliated projects. Public-private partnership affiliated grants represented 14% of 
the distribution, more than 70% less than charter school aligned grants.  
Figure 2 illustrates the financial distribution of RTTT affiliated grants for 2008. Charter 
school grants total more than $52 million in giving. With a difference of $39 million in 
contribution, the second highest RTTT supported component was public-private 
partnerships at $13 million. The remaining six components all received less than $8 
million each. Turnaround affiliated dollars were at $7 million, teacher professional 
learning at $6 million, teacher evaluation at $4 million, and standards, assessment, and 
data systems each at $1 million. 
 In 2008, Walton Family Foundation awarded 193 K-12 grants, totaling 
$94,154,232. Of these grants, 83% were aligned with the key policy components of 
RTTT. The RTTT aligned grants totaled $69,756.960. The number of grants awarded to 
charter schools and charter school supports comprised 88% of RTTT aligned grants and 
74% of the total K-12 grants financially supported by the Walton Family Foundation. 
Public-private partnership-related grants garnered $14,757,274 of funds but far from the 
amount dedicated to charter schools.  
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Figure 1. Volume of Walton Family Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT (2008). 
Grants may be coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
 
 
Table 4 
 
Walton Family Foundation RTTT Grant Alignment (2008) 
 
RTTT Component K-12 grants aligned to each component 
% of RTTT-affiliated grants 
aligned to each component 
(n=161) 
Rigorous Standards 3 2% 
High-Quality Assessment 4 2% 
Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning 6 4% 
Teacher Evaluation 6 4% 
Data Systems 1 1% 
Turnaround Strategies 9 6% 
Public-Private Partnerships 22 14% 
Charter Schools 142 88% 
Total RTTT Affiliated 161 100% 
Note. Grants may be coded more than once so percentage sum exceeds 100%. 
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Figure 2. Grant Dollars form Walton Family Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT 
(2008). Grants may be coded more than once so sum exceeds TOTAL. 
 
 The Walton Family Foundation and the framework of power. The Walton 
Family Foundation has supported K-12 schools for the past two decades, investing more 
than $1 billion over the time period. According to the Walton Family Foundation’s 
strategic plan (2015), one in every four charter schools in America received funding from 
the Foundation. The strategic plan goes on to share that they also endorse the use of 
public dollars to support private schools. The Foundation has also financed ballot 
initiatives for voucher policies (Kumashiro, 2012). The ideological position of the 
Walton Foundation, as stated on its website, points toward educational reform aligned 
with school choice and vouchers. The website proclaims, “We will support statewide and 
national efforts to develop environments receptive to choice, autonomy, and innovation” 
(Walton Family Foundation, 2016). The educational reforms of school choice and 
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vouchers are often associated with the political right and market-based choice (McShane 
& Hatfied, 2015). DeMarrais (2006) discusses how conservative ideology of foundations, 
coupled with political advocacy, has shaped public education. This section focuses on the 
funding behavior of the Walton Foundation during an influential phase of RTTT policy 
development.  
 Ability to affect behavior and suppress conflicting perspectives. In the realm of 
educational policy, actors can be legislators, scholars, lobbyists, think tank 
representatives, etc. Reckhow (2013b) describes the Walton Foundation as being “the 
savviest political operator in education philanthropy” due to its strategic and quiet 
approach to school choice advocacy (para. 3). As an actor in the policy arena, The 
Walton Family Foundation grants in 2008 aligned 74% of the time with RTTT policy 
components, during the policy formulation stage. This section will further examine how 
the money funneled toward the policy components may have influenced the outcome of 
RTTT concepts.  
  Mehta and Teles (2012) presented a framework for defining organizations that 
offer alternative educational programming options. These organizations, such as those 
that offer choice and charter options, are categorized as jurisdictional challengers. 
Reckhow and Snyder (2014) describe jurisdictional challengers as “organizations that 
compete with or offer alternatives to public sector institutions” (p. 186). The 
jurisdictional challenges include those organizations such as charter schools and 
organizations that offer alternative teacher credentialing and training. The Walton 
Foundation is able to fund the challengers, such as charter school and private-public 
partnerships, on a national scale to support reform movement and policy content. Ferrare 
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and Reynolds (2016) wrote, “The existing evidence makes it clear that elite foundations 
are collectively acting through a network of jurisdictional challengers to shape specific 
education policy outcomes” (p. 138). In the data collected for the 2008 grants, there is a 
connection between the funding and grant allocations of the Walton Foundation and 
RTTT policy. According to 2008 tax records, 83% of Walton disbursed grants were 
aligned with the key policy components of RTTT. The RTTT-aligned grants totaled 
nearly $70 million. The number of grants awarded to charter schools and charter school 
supports comprised 88% of RTTT aligned grants from this foundation.  
 Demonstrating authority in policy. When power is legitimized, a person or 
organization earns authority (Dornbusch & Scott, 1975). Barkan (2011) refers to the 
Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations as the triumvirate for educational reform due to 
the funding and the attention given to the foundations. Rich (2014) writes, “The size of 
the Walton Foundation’s wallet allows it to exert an outside influence on education 
policy as well as on which schools flourish and which are forced to fold… it has helped 
fuel some of the fastest growing, and most divisive, trends in public education” (para. 
11). The consistent funding amounts and grants that are distributed by the philanthropy to 
charter schools, as evidenced in the 2008 data, points to the Foundation as an authority in 
the choice movement. 
 According to Fowler (2008), foundations are able to influence the agenda setting 
stage of policy development. These policy actors compete to influence the U.S. 
Department of Education to have their policy ideas accepted. Beyond research, ideology 
shapes policy issues and definitions. In this case, The Walton Foundation has a stated 
position on the choice-based reform. With more than eight of out of every 10 grants in 
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2008 aligning with charter schools, the influence of the Walton Foundation on RTTT 
policy is present. In the policy formation stage, funding is important to move an idea 
forward. RTTT is known for its continued encouragement for charter school 
development. There is an intentional connection between the Walton Family Foundation 
and charter schools and the calculated reform movement (Cuban, 2015; Dean, 2014). 
Vander Ark (2009) shares that RTTT policy took a decade to develop. He cites the 
Walton Foundation as a key powerful force behind the charter school language in the 
Obama Administration’s policy. Vander Ark (2009) wrote, “Duncan’s announcement of 
Race the Top criteria didn’t come out of the blue—it’s the result of the smart investment 
of several billion dollars by a coalition of foundations supporting the work of education 
policy entrepreneurs” (para. 9). The Walton Foundation also gave $263 million to “Shape 
Public Policy” over the course of 2011-2014 with a primary focus on school choice, 
charter schools, and vouchers (Rogers, 2015). The foundation supports policies that shift 
funding from the public school district to charter schools. Saltman (2009) writes and 
Walton, “The seed money that underfunded schools desperately seeks allows the venture 
philanthropists to ‘leverage’ influence over educational policy and planning, curriculum 
and instructional practices, and influence the very idea of what it means to be an educated 
person” (p. 54). Based on the coding process of the 2008 tax data, there is significant 
alignment of the Walton Foundation’s grant giving with the RTTT policy components 
during the policy’s agenda setting stage. 
The Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation 
 The Broad Foundation was established in 1999 to support education reform in K-
12 public schools. With over $500 million in grant awards in 2004, the Foundation served 
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to “dramatically improve K-12 urban public education through better governance, 
management, labor relations and competition” (Arrillaga-Andreessen & Chang, 2007). 
The Foundation focuses on leadership, parent choice, students’ rights, teacher voice, and 
community involvement (Cuban, 2015; Foundation Center, 2016). One of the 
foundations most publicized programs includes the Broad Superintendents Academy. In 
2002, Eli Broad committed to “find leaders from both inside and outside education, train 
them, and have them occupying the superintendencies in a third of the 75 largest school 
districts—all in just two years” (Samuels, 2011, para. 1). The program focuses on 
leadership development with critics claiming that the academy creates a pipeline for 
Broad Foundation aligned policy and practice (Barkan, 2011). By 2011, nearly a third of 
the top leaders in urban districts were trained by the Broad leadership programs 
(Reckhow, 2013b). The Broad Foundation invests in human capital and leadership 
development. According to Rogers (2015), “Eli Broad is arguably the second most 
powerful education philanthropist… Broad became convinced that the primary problem 
with American public schools was bad management” (p. 755). The focus of the 
leadership academies is to bring in leaders from business with no background in 
education to improve education.  
 The concentrated funding efforts for the Broad Foundation are analyzed in this 
study to observe alignment with RTTT key policy components. Figure 3 illustrates the 
number of Broad Foundation grants aligned to the eight core components of RTTT 
policy. Table 5 shows the calculation of the Broad Foundation’s K-12 grant alignment 
represented by the percentage of grants. Figure 4 displays the amount of Broad 
Foundation grant dollars aligned to the eight core components of the RTTT policy. 
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Broad Foundation awarded 78 grants in 2008 aligned with the RTTT policy components 
(see Figure 3). The number of grants coded as charter school affiliated (27) represented 
the most for any policy component. Both teacher professional learning (24) and teacher 
evaluation (21) drew more than 20 grants each, close to the number of grants to support 
charter schools. The components of teacher professional learning and teacher evaluation 
are both associated with teacher effectiveness. These two components combine for a total 
of 45 grants focused on teacher effectiveness. The charter schools and public-private 
partnership grants combine for a total of 35 grants. Grants related to teacher effectiveness 
outpaced school choice components for the Broad Foundation. Turnaround affiliated 
grants were at 10, public-private partnerships were at eight, data systems at seven, 
assessment at six, and standards at five.  
Table 5 displays the percentage of RTTT affiliated grants that the Broad 
Foundation awarded according to policy component. With 27 of the 78 awarded grants 
aligned with Charter Schools, the Broad Foundation disbursed 35% of the RTTT aligned 
grants to charter school affiliated projects. Thirty-one percent of the grants were affiliated 
with teacher preparation and professional learning, 27% with teacher evaluation. The 
remaining components all represented less than 15% of the disbursed grants in 2008. 
Below 10% of the grants were affiliated with rigorous standards, high-quality 
assessments, and data systems. 
Figure 4 illustrates the financial distribution of RTTT affiliated grants for 2008. 
Teacher preparation and professional learning grants total more than $28 million in 
giving. With a difference of $13 million in contribution, the second highest RTTT 
supported component teacher evaluation at $15 million. Charter school project received  
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Figure 3. Volume of Broad Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT (2008). Grants may be 
coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
 
 
 
Figure 4. Grant Dollars form Broad Family Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT 
(2008). Grants may be coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
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Table 5 
 
Broad Foundation RTTT Grant Alignment 
 
RTTT Component K-12 grants aligned to each component 
% of RTTT-affiliated grants aligned 
to each component (n = 78) 
Rigorous Standards 5 6% 
High-Quality Assessment 6 8% 
Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning 24 31% 
Teacher Evaluation 21 27% 
Data Systems 7 9% 
Turnaround Strategies 10 13% 
Public-Private Partnerships 8 10% 
Charter Schools 27 35% 
Total RTTT Affiliated 78 100% 
Note. Grants may be coded more than once so percentage sum exceeds 100%. 
 
$14 million. The remaining five components all received less than $7 million each. 
Turnaround affiliated dollars were at $6 million, rigorous standards at $4 million, 
assessment and data systems each at $3 million, and public-private partnerships at $1 
million. 
In 2008, the Broad Foundation awarded 96 K-12 grants, totaling $54,420,532. Of 
these grants, 81% were aligned with the key policy components of RTTT. The RTTT 
aligned grants totaled $51,932,332, or 95% of the grant dollars associated with K-12 
education. The Broad Foundation has the highest percentage of K-12 grant dollars 
aligned with RTTT in 2008 when compared to the Gates Foundation and the Walton 
Family Foundation. The majority of the grants and dollars associated with teacher 
effectiveness, associated with the components of teacher preparation and professional 
learning and teacher evaluation.  
 The Broad Foundation and the framework of power. The ideological position 
of the Broad Foundation, as stated on its website, points toward educational reform 
investments in the following areas: leadership, parent voice, student rights, teacher voice, 
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and community. The website states (2016), “We support innovative people, programs and 
nonprofit organizations that are committed to serving students and improving public 
schools” (Broad Foundation). The grant recipients showcased on the website include 
KIPP (charter school), the Broad Center (leadership development), Success Academy 
(charter school), Teach for America (alternative teacher licensing program), and the Los 
Angeles Public Library (safe haven after school environment). The Foundation’s 2008 
grants also align with teacher professional learning and development and charter schools. 
These are grant topics associated with the Foundation’s values and RTTT components. 
 Demonstrating authority in policy. The Broad Foundation is often cited along 
with the Walton Foundation and The Gates Foundation as key philanthropists in modern 
educational reform, leveraging millions to influence policy work (Au & Lubienski, 2016; 
Reckhow 2013b). The Broad Foundation was a financial sponsor of the “antiunion, 
antiteacher, pro-charter school film Waiting for Superman” (Levine, 2016, p. 5). This 
film was used as a catalyst for school reform policy discourse aligned with Broad 
preferred neoliberal perspectives (Prado & Montez de Oca, 2014). In addition, the Broad 
Foundation also was recognized for having five Broad residents and alumni working 
directly with the U.S. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan (Broad Foundation, 2009; 
Rogers, 2015). Duncan was quite connected having served as a Broad Foundation board 
member before being named to his post with the Obama Administration.  
 The Foundation has also been a supporter of the choice movement with an 
emphasis on charter schools. The Broad and Walton Foundations’ funding for charter 
schools converged to increase the impact and advocacy. Reckhow and Snyner (2014) 
discuss this and shared, “Philanthropists can directly fund the jurisdictional challengers 
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that work on a national scale to develop their model of school reform” (p. 187). Couple 
the Broad Foundation’s ideological stance with their close connections with the U. S. 
Department of Education, evidence points toward a favorable access for policy influence 
during a critical time period for RTTT program development.  
 The Broad Foundation is joined by the Gates and Walton Foundations for having 
influence on the competitive RTTT program, including the Common Core State 
Standards. In a commentary written for Education Week, Broad (2012) shares his policy 
approach: “Data show that the greatest positive outcomes for students happen when entire 
systems are either redesigned or started anew” (para. 16). Broad supports charter schools 
and alternative leadership pathways, reforms that potentially overhaul public education as 
it stands today, aligning with his quote. The 2008 grant data also demonstrates the giving 
associated with these reforms. Figure 4 illustrates that the majority of the grant dollars 
were funneled to grants that improved teacher and administrator professional capacity 
and evaluation. Over $20 million were also aligned with charter and turnaround 
components. Given the rhetoric about Broad Foundation alignment with the Obama 
Administration and reform ideals, it is then no surprise that the data collected from the 
2008 tax records also demonstrates that there is an alignment with the Broad Foundation 
awarded grants align with key RTTT policy components. 
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation 
 The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation began its K-12 educational reform efforts 
in 2000 with a focus on high schools policies. The current focus of the Foundation is two-
fold, to emphasize college-ready improvements to the K-12 system and postsecondary 
success and accessibility. Within 15 years, the Foundation grew from supporting single 
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topic reform ideas to building a network that gives billions to reform public education in 
America. Leknes (2012) states that the Gates Foundation uses international comparison 
data to demonstrate the need to reform American public schools, citing concern for the 
workforce of the future. The emphasis remains on redesigning under-resourced urban 
school systems serving students in K-12 systems.  
 The Gates Foundation is deemed a venture philanthropy, one that funds initiatives 
not yet fully supported by independent research (Barkan, 2011; Scott, 2009). Sawchuk 
(2013) writes, “The foundation is widely seen as the most influential independent actor in 
a period of nationwide—and deeply contested—experimentation with the fundamentals 
of the teaching profession” (para. 5). The Foundation looks closely at the relationship 
between the teacher and student, focusing on evaluation and effectiveness. The link is 
also present with the emphasis on developing common curriculum standards (NBC News, 
July 17, 2010). The reforms supported by the Gates Foundation ranged from the small 
schools high school movement, Common Core State Standards, to teacher effectiveness 
and compensation. In an effort to improve international performance and build a strong 
American workforce, billions of reform dollars are award via grants funded by the Gates 
Foundation. 
 The funding of the Gates Foundation from the 2008 tax year was analyzed in this 
study to observe alignment with RTTT key components. Figure 5 communicates the 
number of grants aligned to the eight core components of RTTT policy. Table 6 shows 
the calculation of K-12 grant alignment represented by the percentage of grants. Finally, 
Figure 6 displays the grant dollars aligned to the eight core components of the RTTT 
policy. 
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Figure 5 shows the Gates Foundation awarded 155 grants in 2008 that were 
aligned with the RTTT policy components. The number of grants coded Turnaround 
Strategies-affiliated, at 46, noticed the strongest alignment with the RTTT core 
components from a volume perspective. Charter school support was second with a total at 
40 associated grants. Unlike the other two foundations, data systems emerged as a top 
RTTT component with a total of 38 associated grants. Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning had 21 grants with assessment at 20. Rigorous Standards had 19 
associated grants. Teacher Evaluation and Public-Private Partnerships both represented 
the lowest number of associated grants at 12.  
Next, Table 6 displays the percentage of RTTT affiliated grants that the Gates 
Foundation awarded according to each RTTT policy component. With 46 of the 155 
awarded grants, the Gates Foundation disbursed 30% of the RTTT-aligned grants to 
Turnaround Strategies projects. Twenty-six percent of grants funded went to Charter 
Schools and 25% of the grants were disbursed to support Data Systems. The remaining 
components all represented less than 15% of the disbursed grants in 2008. Teacher 
Evaluation and Public-Private Partnerships were both below 10%. 
In addition to examining the volume of grants, this study also analyzed the total 
dollars awarded to each policy component. Figure 6 illustrates the financial distribution 
of RTTT affiliated grants for 2008 for the Gates Foundation. Turnaround Systems grants 
totaled more than $56 million in giving. With a difference of $8 million in contribution, 
the second highest RTTT supported component was Charter Schools at $48 million. Data 
Systems received $41 million. Rigorous Standards and High-Quality Assessments had 
$22 million and $20 million grant dollars, respectively. The remaining three components  
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Figure 5. Volume of Gates Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT (2008). Grants may be 
coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
 
 
 
Table 6 
 
Gates Foundation RTTT Grant Alignment 
 
RTTT Component K-12 grants aligned to each component 
% of RTTT-affiliated grants 
aligned to each component 
(n=155) 
Rigorous Standards 19 12% 
High-Quality Assessment 20 13% 
Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning 21 14% 
Teacher Evaluation 12 8% 
Data Systems 38 25% 
Turnaround Strategies 46 30% 
Public-Private Partnerships 12 4% 
Charter Schools 40 26% 
Total RTTT Affiliated 155 100% 
Note. Grants may be coded more than once so percentage sum exceeds 100%. 
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Figure 6. Grant Dollars form Gates Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT (2008). Grants 
may be coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
  
all received less than $15 million each—Teacher Evaluation dollars were at $14 million, 
Public-Private partnerships at $13 million, and professional learning at $11 million.  
In 2008, the Gates Foundation awarded 284 K-12 grants, totaling $299,774,001. 
Of these grants, 55% were aligned with the key policy components of RTTT. The RTTT-
aligned grants totaled $167,782,893, or 56% of the grant dollars associated with K-12 
education. The Gates Foundation has the most money dedicated to K-12 grants aligned 
with RTTT in 2008 when compared to the Broad Foundation and the Walton Family 
Foundation. The majority of the grants and dollars associated with Turnaround Systems 
and Charter Schools. Unlike the other two foundations, the Gates Foundation provided at 
a minimum of $11 million in all component areas, more than 10 times the amount in 
some areas. 
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 The Gates Foundation and the framework of power. The Gates Foundation’s 
website shares that the goal of the organization is to “support innovation that can improve 
U.S. K-12 public schools and ensure that students graduate from high school ready to 
succeed in college” (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2013, para. 1). The site goes on to 
share information about American students losing ground in comparison to other 
countries. The organization embraces accountability associated with standardized testing 
and measurement. Leknes (2012) writes, “Testing is an easy way for the Foundation, the 
United States government, and other stakeholders to quickly and arbitrarily measure the 
effects of its money” (p. 48). The RTTT policy focuses on “college and career readiness” 
factors, and continues to emphasize the importance of standardized testing to measure the 
effectiveness of schools and educators, aligning with the Foundation’s position and K-12 
reform agenda. 
 The Gates Foundation did not directly fund the $4 billion of RTTT distributed by 
the federal government, but it did involve itself in the process (Rogers, 2015). In the 
competitive grant process, states needed to demonstrate progress in defined components. 
States received extra points if they joined an alliance funded by the Gates Foundation 
(Leknes, 2012). Gates also “handpicked 15 states and gave them each $250,000 to work 
on their extensive RTTT application” (Leknes, 2012, p. 60). Although the Foundation 
took some criticism for this and backed away from selective funding, the Gates continued 
to endorse a checklist to guide the content of the policy process.  
 This sort of financial support contributed to the framework of power 
demonstrated by the Gates Foundation. When analyzing the giving of Gates and Broad, 
Reckhow and Tompkins-Stange (2015) found that “the strategic and purposeful 
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alignment of foundation funding focused on accelerating the volume of grantees’ 
advocacy work on key issues, which subsequently had the effect of… propelling the 
foundations’ preferred models of reform onto a national stage” (p. 75). During the agenda 
setting phase of RTTT in 2008, Gates donated more than $167 million in grant dollars 
with projects and/or organizations aligned with the policy’s key components, with the 
highest percentages going toward turnaround strategies and data systems.  
 Ability to effect behavior. As an actor in policy development, the Gates 
Foundation is noted for its involvement at the federal and state levels. Having close ties 
and connections with the government affords greater influence on legislative actors in 
policy development. Gates and his staff are often speaking with the media, presenting at 
conferences, and writing for mainstream publications (Perry et al., 2013; Reckhow, 
2013b). According to Au and Ferrare (2015), a foundation is able “able to carry its 
reform agenda and ideology forward into fully realized education policy through sheer 
force of material and symbolic sponsorship” (p. 158). The Gates Foundation is known for 
its influence due to its funding ability and close network with U.S. Department of 
Education officials (Bosworth, 2011; Leknes, 2012; Sawchuk, 2013). Under the Obama 
Administration, Secretary of Education Arne Duncan was known to have close ties with 
the Gates Foundation. For example, he recruited Margot Rogers as Chief of Staff for the 
Secretary of Education and James Shelton to serve as Assistant Deputy Secretary, both 
from the Gates Foundation (Goldstein, 2015; Rogers, 2015). Regarding these 
appointments, Mehta and Teles (2012) wrote, “It is notable that the two most prominent 
initiatives of the federal Department of Education in the Obama Administration were 
designed and are being run by members of the reform community” (p. 212).  
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The Foundation also underwrote meetings between the U.S. Department of 
Education and policymakers, monitoring the policy language and direction (Scott & 
Jabbar, 2014). The influence and access is noteworthy. According to Tomkins-Stange, 
“Gates preferred working predominately with the elites and experts, who could align 
more quickly with their agendas and make decisions in a more agile manner than a 
democratic process would allow for” (as cited in Fain, 2016, para. 11). There are 
ideological components to the Gates Foundation’s agenda. Given the funding levels of 
this philanthropic organization, there is an opportunity for the Foundation to use its 
power to shape policy that affects all public schools in the country. Perry et al. (2013) 
attest that the movement between the Gates Foundation and the government is fluid and 
the shared reform platforms are based on self-funded research. The most vulnerable level 
of government is at the state level due to the need for funding. 
 In addition, the Gates Foundation also funneled over $200 million into 
organizations like the National Governors Association and teachers unions during the 
early stages of the Common Core State Standards development. “Philanthropy today is 
about changing policy and influencing politics. Rather than trying to create schools that 
teach to the Common Core State Standards, the Gates Foundation funded a series of 
nonprofit organizations… to promote statewide adoption of the standards” (McShane & 
Hatfied, 2015, p. 140). The strategic work of venture philanthropies shift the policy game 
by directly supporting the jurisdictional challengers, such as the nonprofit organizations 
referenced in the preceding quote. The Gates Foundation demonstrated its commitment to 
desired policy ideals in RTTT through its granting in 2008.  
 Demonstrating authority in policy. In reference to the mega foundations, Scott 
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(2009) wrote, “Wealth has afforded them the opportunity to leverage educational policy, 
a power that similarly invested but less wealthy constituents do not enjoy” (p. 127). This 
access to leveraging policy legitimizes the authority the Gates Foundations and others 
have in the policy development process. The media also perpetuates the authority. 
Foundations also have “great resources and can affect the culture through their access to 
print, think tanks, and centers in universities” (Levine, 2016, p. 9). When donating more 
than $160 million dollars to K-12 education grants in 2008, the Gates Foundation is 
going to attract publicity. According to Hess (2005), “Business superstars like Bill 
Gates… can help command the attention of major media and public officials, even apart 
from their wealth” (p. 133). Attracting media attention represents an influential symbolic 
sponsorship, above and beyond financial backing. This sort of symbolic sponsorship 
“represents the transmission or flow of nonmaterial resources… used to enhance the 
symbolic power of a given policy” (Au & Ferrare, 2015, p. 156). Therefore, when Bill 
Gates promotes certain policy and garners the attention of media, the public, and 
policymakers, his influence extends beyond the financial support. This support draws the 
attention of other philanthropies as well (Barkan, 2013b). This was evidenced in 2007 
when Gates and Broad jointly donated $60 million to the presidential campaign, 
supporting both parties (Barkan, 2011). This ensured that either candidate would support 
the reform positions of the foundations. 
 Monetary backing is important in policy development. Regarding the Gates 
Foundation, Tomkin-Stange shared, “Policy influence became an ‘ascendant’ strategy at 
the foundation… between 2005 and 2010, the proportion of Gates’ education resources 
allocated to policy-related initiatives more than quadrupled” (as cited in Fain, 2016, para. 
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13). The figures represented in Table 3 report that 55% of the Gates Foundation’s 2008 
K-12 grant allocations aligned with RTTT components. In addition, 56% of the 2008 K-
12 grant dollars aligned with the federal policy prior to the formal policy adoption in 
2010. While the percentages may see lower when compared to the other foundations, the 
dollars funded toward RTTT policy components are significant at nearly $168 million. 
This more than doubles the amount of funding provided by the Walton Foundation or the 
Broad Foundation. In fact, when the Walton and Broad RTTT aligned grant dollars are 
combined, the total of $121.7 million falls nearly $47 million short of the $168 million 
disbursed by the Gates Foundation in 2008. There is considerable support and influence 
when following the grant dollars, more so than looking merely at the volume of grants. 
The Gates Foundation contributes big dollars to big RTTT reform.  
Conclusion 
 According to 2008 tax records, all three mega foundations in this study 
contributed at least 56% of the K-12 grant dollars to RTTT core policy components. The 
Walton Foundation continued their contribution stream toward charter school 
development and choice programming. The Broad Foundation demonstrated its 
commitment to teacher professional growth and development, with an emphasis with 
leadership in urban areas. The Gates Foundation gave the most dollars to K-12 RTTT 
aligned grants, with a focus on Turnaround Strategies and Data Systems. All three of the 
mega foundations shared a prioritized funding interested in school choice via charter 
school support. Charter Schools were in the top three RTTT-aligned components for the 
foundations examined in this study. The continued interest in offering choice in public 
school policy is evidenced in the funding behaviors of the mega foundations in 2008 
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during the agenda-setting phase of RTTT.  
 During the agenda-setting stage, it is not unusual for foundations to actively 
involve themselves in the policy process. Fowler (2008) refers to foundations as “often 
operating in national state legislatures through ‘policy entrepreneurs’ who usually 
advocate a specific policy change such as school choice, privatization, or higher 
standards” (p. 198). What is interesting about RTTT is that this policy did not move 
through Congress and the typical policy adoption process. Through a competitive 
granting process, President Obama was able to “spur wide-ranging reforms in a policy 
domain—education—over which past presidents had exercised very little independent 
authority” (Howell, 2014, p. 1). Given the direct contact with the Gates, Broad, and 
Walton Foundations with the U.S. Department of Education, as evidenced by the RTTT 
policy alignment in funding, sweeping reform was able to take hold in the states. The 
majority of the grant dollars from the big three foundations were aligned with RTTT 
policy before it was even enacted. The Walton Foundation began its K-12 granting in 
1992, the Gates and Broad in 1999. Therefore, within a relatively short timeframe of a 
decade, state policies aligned with the values of the big three foundations due to the 
RTTT program endorsed and enacted by the President’s administration.   
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CHAPTER 5: RTTT, TEACHER EFFECTIVENESS, AND THE GATES 
FOUNDATION 
 This section answers the second research question: What is the involvement of the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation on the policy development and implementation process 
related to teacher effectiveness in Race to the Top? To answer this question, the section 
will examine both 2008 and 2012 K-12 grants and grant dollars aligned with RTTT 
components specific to teacher effectiveness. I will also examine the conditions present at 
the federal level that promote philanthropic involvement.  
 Policies related to teacher effectiveness directly impacted the current teaching 
force and recruitment of future teachers. For states to apply and acquire RTTT federal 
funding, they needed to demonstrate a commitment to implementing changes specific to 
teacher evaluation processes that range from supporting professional growth to including 
student performance data in the rating of teacher performance (Reform Support Network, 
n.d.). In fact, to be eligible for RTTT grants, states were unable to have any current law 
that prohibited the inclusion of student performance data in teacher evaluation. This 
restriction prompted five states to change policies prior to submitting RTTT applications 
(Howell, 2014).  
 Implementing RTTT policy components were evaluated in various studies and 
policy briefs. According to a policy brief written by the U.S. Government Accountability 
Office (2013), “State and district officials said the simultaneous transition to new state 
assessments and the Common Core curriculum… increased teacher concerns and 
consequences… teachers were concerned about the fairness of measuring student 
academic growth while schools are implementing a new curriculum” (p. 19). The 
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convergence of components found in the RTTT policy imposed a logjam of new 
initiatives for local school districts which impacted teachers ability to manage the pace 
and volume of change. On top of managing change, teachers were also pressured to 
perform in new ways. The accountability of student growth in teacher evaluations 
required a fundamental shift in many common practices (Stern, 2013). Teachers needed 
to understand the reform, develop an implementation plan, and execute the plan in a very 
short amount of time. Time was also devoted to collaborative bargaining efforts between 
teacher unions and school boards. Unions shared concerns ensuring reliable and valid 
value-added measures, as research was thin in this area (Herlihy et al., 2014). The policy 
implementation stage of RTTT demanded a great deal from educators.  
 This chapter will examine the granting behavior of the Gates Foundation in 2008 
and 2012 to identify calibration and alignment with RTTT. Given that the Gates 
Foundation’s donations are more than double the giving of the other two mega 
foundations in this study, this foundation serves as the focus of this chapter. The Gates 
Foundation also engaged in a major research study, the MET project, during the RTTT 
policy adoption and implementation phases from 2009 to 2012. Therefore, this chapter 
also provides evidence connecting the MET and RTTT teacher effectiveness criteria.  
 To examine the funding behavior evolution of the Gates Foundation, I analyzed 
two years worth of tax data representing different stages in the policy development and 
implementation process. The two RTTT policy components directly related to teacher 
effectiveness are Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning and Teacher Evaluation. 
Grants coded for Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning were those with any 
reference to expanding support to teachers and principals, including reforming and 
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improving teacher preparation. Teacher Evaluation included any reference to teacher 
evaluation revision, compensation, and retention policies to encourage and award 
effectiveness. For the purposes of this study, both components were combined to 
comprise the areas of teacher effectiveness in policy development. 
Gates RTTT Aligned Grants in 2008 and 2012 
 The government adopted the RTTT federal policy in 2010. After analyzing tax 
records for the Gates Foundation in 2008 and 2012, evolution of approved grants from 
the agenda setting stage to policy implementation stage is captured in the analysis. By 
evaluating the grants and grant dollars awarded in alignment with RTTT policy 
components during the critical 4-year timeframe for the RTTT policy, inferences can be 
made to the involvement of the Gates Foundation in the RTTT policy arena. Data 
collected from the Foundation’s tax forms included the number of grants by RTTT 
component and the total dollars funded in grant awards. Analysis also included the 
represented percentage of K-12 grants associated with RTTT.  
 By analyzing these data points, this study will be able to find convergence 
between, or convergence of, the policy orientation of the wealthiest foundation dedicated 
to K-12 education reform and the U.S. Department of Education. Figure 7 illustrates the 
number of grants aligned to the eight core components of RTTT policy in 2008 and 2012. 
This figure represents the volume of grants associated with each component. To provide 
greater context, Table 7 shows the calculation of K-12 grant alignment represented by the 
percentage of grants in 2008 and 2012 for the Gates Foundation. Finally, Figure 8 
displays the grant dollars aligned to the eight core components of the RTTT policy in 
2008 and 2012. 
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Figure 7 illustrates the number of grants awarded in 2008 and 2012. Turnaround 
Strategies was the only component receiving fewer grants in 2012 than in 2008 by a 
difference of 27 grants, even though it was the most awarded RTTT component when 
compared to the others in 2008. The shift in funding behaviors between the four years of 
analysis is noted as a change in behavior. On the other hand, the largest difference 
between 2008 and 2012 was in the area of Rigorous Standards, which increased by more 
than 112 grants. Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning, Teacher Evaluation, and 
Data Systems all assumed an increase of over 90 grants from 2008 to 2012.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Volume of Gates Foundation grants aligned with RTTT (2008 & 2012). Grants 
may be coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
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Table 7 
 
Gates Foundation RTTT Grant Alignment (2008 & 2012) 
 
RTTT Component 
K-12 
Grants 
(2008) 
% of RTTT-Affiliated  
Grants 2008 
 (n = 155) 
K-12 
Grants 
(2012) 
% of RTTT-
Affiliated 
Grants 2012 
 (n = 361) 
Rigorous Standards 19 12% 131 36% 
High-Quality 
Assessment 20 13% 54 15% 
Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning 
21 
 14% 113 31% 
Teacher Evaluation 12 8% 102 28% 
Data Systems 38 25% 129 36% 
Turnaround Strategies 46 30% 19 5% 
Charter Schools 40 26% 49 7% 
Public-Private 
Partnerships 12 4% 26 14% 
Total RTTT Affiliated 155 100% 361 100% 
Note. Grants may be coded more than once so percentage sum exceeds 100%. 
 
Figure 8. Grant Dollars form Gates Foundation Grants aligned with RTTT (2008* & 
2012). Grants may be coded more than once so sum exceeds total. 
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*Reported in inflation-adjusted 2012 dollars. 
 
 To analyze teacher effectiveness, I combined grants that were awarded for 
Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning with Teacher Evaluation. When 
combined, the grant distribution in 2008 was 23 in total compared to 215 in 2012, an 
increase that represents nearly a 900% jump. The difference in total RTTT aligned grants 
was 206, an increase that represents nearly a 100% difference. The difference in grants 
awarded to teacher effectiveness from 2008 to 2012 was a total of 192 grants. The grants 
associated with teacher effectiveness nearly kept pace with the overall difference in grant 
giving within the 4-year timeframe. The next table examines the percentage of grant 
giving by RTTT component to provide greater context. 
Table 7 shows the difference in grant funding from 2008 to 2012 for the Gates 
Foundation as a percentage of K-12 grants awarded toward each RTTT policy 
component. The largest difference in percent affiliated between the four years under 
review is found with Rigorous Standards, shifting from 12% in 2008 to 36% in 2012, a 
24% increase. The next largest increase in percentage distributed is in the area of Teacher 
Evaluation, shifting from 8% in 2008 to 28% in 2012. This represents a 20% rise as noted 
in the table. Turnaround Strategies noticed 25% fewer grants, as the total of 2012 grants 
associated with this component fell from 30% in 2008 to 5%. Although Charter Schools 
received a similar number of grants in 2008 and 2012, the percent representation fell 
substantially by nearly 20% due to the overall increase in grant awards in 2012. Teacher 
Preparation and Professional Learning more than doubled its representation in grant 
awards. When comparing these percentages, the policy orientation of the Gates 
Foundation shifted toward the teacher effectiveness components.  
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 In addition to analyzing the number of grants, this study also analyzed the total 
grant dollars being allocated to each RTTT policy component, comparing 2008 to 2012. 
Figure 8 displays the grant dollars awarded to each policy component. The 2008 grant 
dollars have been adjusted for inflation to represent 2012 dollars. In terms of dollars, the 
largest difference in funding was noted in the area of Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning by nearly $111 million when comparing the two years. Teacher 
Evaluation was a close second, drawing $94 million more in RTTT policy 
implementation era of 2012 than during the policy development stage of 2008. The Gates 
Foundation distributed fewer dollars in three areas when comparing the 4-year span. Data 
Systems, Turnaround Strategies, and Charter School all noticed fewer grant dollars going 
their way, even though the number of grants increased in two of the areas. Turnaround 
Strategies earned $49 million less grant dollars in 2012. In total, the Gates Foundation 
distributed about $95 million more to RTTT aligned grants in 2012 than in 2008, 
inclusive of inflation-adjustments. 
Measures of Effective Teaching Project and RTTT Teacher Effectiveness 
 During the RTTT policy implementation phase, the Gates Foundation was 
funding a massive 3-year study to research “fair and reliable systems for teacher 
observation and feedback to help teachers improve and administrators make better 
personnel decisions” (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2010, p. 1). The title of the study 
was the Measures of Effective Teaching (MET) project, and it aimed to zero in on 
research-based effective teaching strategies. MET began in 2009 and ended in 2012 with 
more than $45 million of Gates funding dedicated to the project. With a partnership of 
seven school districts, the Gates Foundation collected data that included 20,000 videos of 
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classroom instruction, student surveys, and student performance results (Goodwin & 
Hein, 2016). The school districts involved in the study included New York City, 
Charlotte-Mecklenburg, Hillsborough County in Florida, Memphis, Dallas, Denver, and 
Pittsburgh. Goldstein (2014) confirms, “The Gates Foundation does not conceal the fact 
that its research agenda is driven by its advocacy” (p. 123). 
 State implementation of RTTT teacher evaluation components. Concurrently 
with the MET project, the majority of U.S. states were adopting reformed teacher policies 
due to requirements in the RTTT application. Required policy shifts included annual 
requirements for teacher evaluation, use of value-added models (VAMs) associated with 
student learning outcomes, and evaluators’ improved quality of rating teacher 
observations (Polikoff, 2015). According to a policy brief authored by Hallgren et al. 
(2014), RTTT applications specifically detailed the following guidelines to be eligible for 
the competitive grant dollars: 
1. Establish clear approaches to measuring student achievement growth for 
individual students.  
2. Design and implement rigorous, transparent, and fair evaluation systems for 
teachers.  
3. Differentiate effectiveness using multiple rating categories that take student 
achievement growth into account as a significant factor and are designed with 
teacher involvement.  
4. Conduct annual evaluations that include timely and constructive feedback and 
provide teachers with data on student achievement growth for their students, 
classes, and schools. (p. 2) 
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5. Use evaluations to inform decisions about staff development, compensation, 
promotion, tenure, certification, and removal of ineffective teachers. 
The report goes on to share actual implementation of these RTTT teacher evaluation 
components as of 2014. The findings indicated: 
• States, on average, reported requiring less than half of eight teacher evaluation 
policies aligned with RTT priorities, although the number of policies required 
by RTT states was higher than non-RTT states (3.7 policies for Round 1 and 2 
RTT states, 3.6 for Round 3 RTT states, and 2.2 for non-RTT states). 
• States' reported teacher evaluation policies were most aligned with RTT 
priorities focused on using multiple measures to evaluate teacher performance 
(30 states); using multiple rating categories to classify teacher performance 
(31 states); and conducting annual evaluations (25 states). 
• States' reported teacher evaluation policies were least aligned with RTT 
priorities focused on using evaluation results to inform decisions regarding 
career advancement (one state) and compensation (six states for annual salary 
increases, and five states for performance-based compensation). (Hallgren et 
al., 2014, p. 1) 
MET findings. The MET study results were published in 2013, three years after 
RTTT facilitated teacher evaluation reform in state policy. According to a press release 
authored by the Bill and Gates Foundation (2013), the study demonstrated the complexity 
of the teaching and learning process. Three key findings published by the Foundation 
included the importance of multiple-measures when determining the effectiveness of a 
teacher, combining teacher observations and student surveys produced more reliable 
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results, and endorsing multiple observers to increase the reliability of observation data. A 
critique of the initial MET findings from 2010 reveals that VAM correlation is weak 
between teacher and student performance on standardized test scores (Rothstein, 2011). 
By the final report in 2013, The Gates Foundation emphasized the multiple-measure 
approach, along with the importance of providing targeted teacher feedback, and backed 
away from the VAM model (Gates, 2013a). The MET findings were also not deemed 
applicable to all districts and school environments. Differences in curriculum, materials, 
professional learning, and assessments could produce different results (Herlihy et al., 
2014). At the same time, the inclusion of student achievement and growth data from 
standardized test scores had already been included in 30 state policies (Hallgren et al., 
2014).  
 After finalizing the MET study, Gates (2013b) himself wrote, “Including test data 
as one component is the key to creating the feedback loop… testing is not enough” (para. 
6, emphasis in original). Rothstein (2011) shared, “The MET results are sobering about 
the value of student achievement data as a significant component of teacher evaluations” 
(p. 1). The MET findings did not find the teacher evaluation RTTT policy components to 
be effective according to the research. In 2012, Gates shared that test scores are not very 
diagnostic and more funding needs to be added to coaching and giving teachers feedback 
to improve teacher quality (Nocera, 2012). The reauthorization of the Elementary and 
Secondary School Act in 2015, Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA), eliminated any 
policy requirement connecting teacher evaluation with student test scores (Sawchuk, 
2016). Therefore, as the RTTT policy components are being implemented, the new ESSA 
law reversed the policy position based on research that was produced after the 
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implementation of the RTTT program.  
Gates Funding Behavior and RTTT Teacher Effectiveness 
When evaluating the granting behavior of the Gates Foundation, comparing 2008 
to 2012, I began with examining the difference in granting by each RTTT component. 
Table 8 displays the volume of grants each year and calculated percent difference 
between 2008 and 2012 granting. The calculations in this table provide a way to 
enumerate, via a percentage, the shift in granting behavior of the Gates Foundation, as it 
relates to RTTT. 
To describe the funding shift from RTTT’s agenda setting and policy formation 
stages (2008) to the RTTT’s adoption and implementation stages (2012), Table 8 
compares a relative percent difference. Although the total number of grants more there 
doubled, one component earned fewer grants and demonstrated a negative percent 
difference calculation—Turnaround Strategies. Teacher Evaluation earned the highest 
percent difference of 750% more grants in 2012 than 2008. Rigorous Standards increased 
related grants by 589%, and Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning hosted the 
third highest percent difference of 438% more grants in 2012. The Gates Foundation, 
partly due to the money dedicated to the MET project, refocused their granting efforts in 
the 2012 RTTT policy implementation stage toward teacher effectiveness. To take a 
closer look at the two RTTT policy components specific to teacher effectiveness, the 
following table and figure isolate Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning and 
Teacher Evaluation. 
The two components directly correlated with Teacher Effectiveness are analyzed 
on Table 9. With this smaller data set, all grants represented in this table are unique; no 
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grants were coded more than once. The first row isolates grants that were only dedicated 
Table 8 
 
Gates Foundation RTTT Component Differences (2008 & 2012) 
 
RTTT Component K-12 Grants (2008) K-12 Grants (2012) 
% Difference RTTT-
Affiliated Grants  
Rigorous Standards 19 131 589% 
High-Quality Assessment 20 54 170% 
Teacher Preparation and 
Professional Learning 21 113 438% 
Teacher Evaluation 12 102 750% 
Data Systems 38 129 239% 
Turnaround Strategies 46 19 <59%> 
Charter Schools 40 49 23% 
Public-Private Partnerships 12 26 117% 
Total RTTT Affiliated 155 361 133% 
Note. Grants may be coded more than once so percentage sum exceeds total 
Table 9 
 
Grants Disbursed for RTT Teacher Effectiveness (2008 & 2012) 
 
RTTT Teacher Effectiveness 
Component 
K-12 Grants 
(2008) 
K-12 Grants 
(2012) % Difference  
Teacher Preparation and Professional 
Learning 18 47 161% 
Teacher Evaluation 9 55 511% 
1&2. Teacher P&PL + Teacher 
Evaluation 3 66 2100% 
Total Teacher Effectiveness Affiliated 30 168 460% 
Note. Grants are only coded once. 
to Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning. The Gates Foundation more than 
doubled the number of grants dedicated to this component, at an increase of 161% from 
2008 to 2012. Teacher Evaluation earned an even greater increase at a more than 500% 
difference. Grants that were coded as both Teacher Preparation and Professional Learning 
and Teacher Evaluation grew from three in 2008 to 66 in 2012. In total, the Gates 
Foundation increased the number of grants focused on Teacher Effectiveness by 138 
grants, representing a 460% jump. Table 8 shows that the overall jump in RTTT aligned 
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grants was at 133%; grants dedicated to Teacher Effectiveness outpaced this overall 
comparison by more than 300% from 2008 to 2012. Establishing an increase in the 
number of grants provides some evidence of funding calibration. The next figure 
illustrates the difference in grant dollars. 
The Gates Foundation was involved with the MET study from 2009–2012. The 
study was focused on teacher effectiveness. The investment in this study is noticed in the 
2012 grant dollars. In total, according to Figure 9, the Gates Foundation invested $158 
million in improving teaching. In 2012, the Foundation awarded $136 million more than 
inflation-adjusted 2008 total of $22 million. This is a considerable difference in funding, 
representing an increase of 625% in allocated dollars and the recalibration of Gates 
granting compensation and tenure to access federal funding. “The entire federal education 
reform agenda was thus tightly aligned with the philanthropic agenda of the Gates 
Foundation, and the confluence produced real policy change” (Goldstein, 2015, p. 111). 
These teacher evaluation reform policies were enacted prior to access to research, which 
came four years later in early 2013 via the MET study.  
The media and the government viewed the Gates Foundation as an authority on 
teacher evaluation reform. In 2007, the Foundation explicitly shared its funding priorities 
toward teacher evaluation. This focus was supported by the theory that improving 
teaching would raise student test scores, weaken job security for poorly performing 
tenured teachers, and loosen the control of teacher unions (Goldstein, 2015). Sawchuck 
(2013) described the media access afforded to the Gates Foundation, noting that some 
news outlets received funding from the Gates, such as the Editorial Projects in Education 
that publishes Education Week. Frederick Hess stated that Gates “has profoundly shifted 
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the direction of the policy debate and has fundamentally changed how states and the feds 
 
Figure 9. Grant Dollars aligned with Teacher Effectiveness (2008* & 2012) 
*Reported in inflation-adjusted 2012 dollars. 
 
are talking about teacher quality and teacher evaluation” (as cited in Sawchuck, 2013, 
para. 14). Hess was Director for the American Enterprise Institute when he stated his 
position. The Gates Foundation has also granted hundreds of thousands of dollars to 
mainstream media outlets to literally change the message of the media, focusing on poor 
student success rates to rationalize the need for K-12 reform policy (Ruark, 2013). Gates 
has access to travel anywhere in the country and world to share his positions and 
research. He is also able to draw celebrity-like attention to his policy stances and 
initiatives (Beckett, 2010).  
Conclusion 
 While RTTT was shifting from agenda setting and policy formation stages in 
2008 to policy implementation in 2012, it is important to note the funding alignment and 
behavior of the Gates Foundation. The influential policy actor, the Gates Foundation, 
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channeled more than 50% of its K-12 funding in both 2008 and 2012 to RTTT 
components. When specifically examining teacher effectiveness, Gates funded a major 
research study while RTTT was being implemented with changes to teacher evaluation 
and professional learning. The MET program garnered a great deal of attention, including 
the attention of policymakers. Originally, the MET findings were meant to support RTTT 
policy. When results failed to match policy, the role of federal government in creating 
teacher evaluation policies came into further question. The narrow focus of a process that 
traditionally was governed at the local level was problematic (Superfine, Gottlieb, & 
Smylie, 2012). 
 As Fowler (2008) shared, “Ideology helps determine the type of research that is 
done and the questions that guide it. Foundations award grant money to research and 
writers whose proposed projects are consistent with their own ideological positions” (p. 
175). In this case, Gates self-funded research did not produce the results that supported 
RTTT policy, such as the inclusion of student performance measures in evaluations 
(Goldstein, 2015). Reckhow (2013a) wrote, “The enactment of a policy is often only the 
beginning of a long process of implementation and further contestation. Foundation time 
horizons rarely match up with this grinding process” (p. 144). The teacher effectiveness 
components of RTTT remained in the state plans and policies, after Gates’ research 
proved that some of the concepts hinder teacher growth and efficacy. The Foundation 
further noted the complexity of an issue related to providing the best education to a 
diverse population of America’s children.  
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY OF RESEARCH FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION 
In this chapter, I review and summarize how the funding priorities of the three 
mega foundations aligned with RTTT policy, and specifically address the Gates 
Foundation’s involvement of the teacher effectiveness policies. This is done by 
addressing the two research questions proposed in this study. I also compare the three 
foundations and their ideological positions for K-12 education reform and alignment with 
RTTT key policy components. I discuss findings in relation to the contextual 
considerations of ideology, power and authority. Each foundation’s ideological approach 
is concisely summarized. In addition, the concept of power is utilized for the conceptual 
framework associated with Burbules (1986) definition: “All social relations take on 
power significance because power relations suppress, disguise, preserve, or deny 
conflicts of interest” (p. 98, emphasis in original). Power is examined as it is used to 
influence an outcome by suppressing conflicting viewpoints. The influence can come in 
the form of status, money, or information. The goal of power is to maintain the integrity 
of the ideological position and status. It is important to convey how each foundation’s 
funding behavior, in the form of monetary power, aligned with the Obama’s 
Administration’s RTTT policy components that were enacted in 2010. Lastly, I provide 
recommendations and implications based upon the findings in this study as they relate to 
the impact of private foundations and alignment with policy that impacts practice at the 
local level. 
This study explored how the grant disbursements of the triumvirate of the Gates, 
Broad, and Walton education foundations aligned with RTTT policy components. The 
alignment of resources and status were analyzed as they pertain to the ideological 
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position of each foundation. To clarify the focus of the research, the following questions 
were utilized to guide my work:  
1. How did the funding priorities of major foundations and the U.S. Department 
of Education align to set the policy agenda specific to Race to the Top?  
2. What is the involvement of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation on the 
policy development and implementation process related to teacher 
effectiveness in Race to the Top?  
In an effort to answer these questions, I used a content analysis approach by 
generating descriptive statistics. This was achieved by examining the 2008 disbursed 
grants for all three foundations (i.e., Gates, Broad, and Walton). Each grant was reviewed 
and determined to be or not to be in alignment with any of the eight RTTT core 
components. The results were then conveyed in tables and figures to facilitate analysis. 
Grants awarded by the Gates Foundation in 2012 were also coded and analyzed to answer 
the second research question specific to teacher effectiveness. In response to the first 
research question, findings imply that the funding priorities of the three mega foundations 
and the U.S. Department of Education were aligned with RTTT components. This 
alignment was prior to the policy adoption of RTTT and prior to the inauguration of 
President Obama. The relationship between the Obama Administration and the 
foundations, including Secretary of Education Arne Duncan, began forming prior to the 
2008 presidential election. The relationship was particularly strong with the Gates 
Foundation and evidenced in the answer to the second research question. The findings in 
this study show close alignment with the Gates Foundation’s teacher effectiveness studies 
and funding and RTTT policy and policy implementation. Howell (2014) described the 
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unprecedented ability for federally initiated policy to impact the states: 
With a relatively small amount of money, lacking formal constitutional authority 
in education, and without the power to unilaterally impose his will upon state 
governments, Obama managed to jumpstart policy processes that had languished 
for years in state governments around the country. (p. 33) 
This new policy development approach, coupled with the funding and symbolic support 
of the major foundations, quickly enacted change and with little resistance when adopted 
by state legislators. The RTTT policy components still impact school district seven years 
after initial policy adoption. 
Revisiting Research Question #1 and Understanding Context 
In the following section, I synthesize the findings for the first research question in 
an effort to show the alignment of RTTT policy and foundation giving in 2008, a time 
during the policy formation stage. The section focuses on the RTTT components that 
were funding priorities for at least two of the foundation. Charter Schools were a 2008 
funding priority for all three organizations. Turnaround Strategies was a funding priority 
for both the Gates and Walton Foundations. Reckhow and Snyder (2014) refer to this 
analysis as a “convergence towards a shared set of grantees and funding priorities among 
the largest K-12 education foundations” (p. 188). I also examine RTTT as a cohesive 
policy and the foundations’ involvement with the federal government. To inform my 
work and provide empirical evidence, I utilized the content analysis methodology to 
methodically analyze text within context of RTTT and ideology (Mayring, 2000). Table 
10 shows a summary of foundation comparisons in an effort to answer the first research 
question: How did the funding priorities of major foundations and the U.S. Department of  
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Table 10 
Foundation Funding Priorities and Agenda Setting with RTTT Policy 
 
Foundation 
RTTT policy areas 
receiving the most 
funding (2008)  
Ideology Power and Authority 
Walton 
Foundation 
Charter Schools, 
Public-Private 
Partnerships, 
Turnaround 
Strategies 
Since 1992, the 
Foundation has 
donated to school 
choice efforts 
supporting 
competitive 
environments. 
83% of grants aligned with 
RTTT policy (2008) - most 
supported charter schools; 
identified in research as 
participating in coalition of 
foundations to support Obama’s 
reform efforts 
Broad 
Foundation 
Teacher Professional 
Learning, Teacher 
Evaluation, Charter 
Schools 
Since 1999, the 
Foundation supported 
educational leadership 
development that 
aligns with corporate 
management and 
governance strategies. 
81% of grants aligned with 
RTTT policy (2008); five Broad 
residents working directly with 
U.S. Secretary of Education 
Arne Duncan; Duncan served on 
Broad board; donated $60 
million to 2008 presidential 
campaign with Gates 
Gates 
Foundation 
Turnaround 
Strategies, Charter 
Schools, Data 
Systems 
Since 1999, the 
Foundation has funded 
market-based, pro-
privatization reform. 
55% of grants aligned with 
RTTT policy (2008) 
representing more money than 
Broad and Walton combined; 
directly funded states applying 
for RTTT grants; two prominent 
Gates Foundation execs were 
appointed by U.S. Secretary of 
Education Arne Duncan to serve 
on his team; underwrote 
meetings with U.S. DOE and 
policymakers to be active 
member at the table; donated 
$60 million to 2008 presidential 
campaign with Broad 
 
Education align to set the policy agenda specific to Race to the Top? 
Charter Schools 
The only RTTT component that saw all three foundations converge as a top three 
funded grant area in 2008 was charter schools. With noted ideologies that include choice-
base reform, corporate management, and market-based ideals, there is a direct alignment 
among the mega foundations and their ideology and finding support. Neoliberal political 
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approaches advocate for educational reform models that are born from free market ideals, 
such as charter schools. The idea is that competition drives improvement (Tienken, 
2013). The Gates, Broad, and Walton Foundations are all headed by families who made 
their wealth from the free market. Bill Gates’ financial rise was derived from the 
computer industry. Eli Broad accumulated his wealth in the insurance industry and 
Walton from the giant retail chain of Walmart. The venture philanthropists approach 
educational reform through the corporate lens. These foundations have been known to 
converge their resources toward reforms of interest (Ferrare & Reynolds, 2016; Reckhow 
& Snyder, 2014). According to Ferrare and Reynolds (2016), “The major foundations… 
were the primary financiers of policy networks, working to shape K-12 reform through 
the proliferation of charter schools, charter management organizations, and alterative 
teacher and leadership certification” (p. 141). The data collected in this study supports the 
convergence of grant dollars toward charter schools. It also supports the alignment with 
RTTT policy and charter schools. 
 When RTTT dollars were being awarded by the U.S. Department of Education, it 
was shared that states supporting pro charter school policy would be most attractive to 
receive grant dollars. In a press release released by the U.S. Department of Education 
(2009), Duncan is quoted stating, “States that do not have public charter laws or put 
artificial caps on the growth of charter schools will jeopardize their applications under the 
Race to the Top Fund” (para. 2). In 2008, the Walton Foundation was cited as being one 
of the most influential in choice-based reform with a strategy toward opening charter 
schools for low-income areas. Walton officials reported the support of charter schools 
was present to put pressure on the traditional public school system. This pressure was 
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also present in its financial backing of state organizations for policy change (Robelen, 
2008). The other two foundations also had a hand in the charter school push. According 
to research study conducted by Reckhow and Tompkins-Stange (2015), a Broad 
Foundation informant shared that Mr. Broad had been working with the Department of 
Education to grow charter schools and shift policy to support the reform at a national 
level. The Gates Foundation officials also confirmed the organization’s influence at the 
federal level according to this study. The lead administrator in RTTT policy was Joanne 
Weiss. Prior to joining the U.S. Department of Education, Weiss was COO of the 
NewSchools Venture Fund, an organization that received millions from both the Broad 
and Gates Foundations for charter school growth (Reckhow & Tompkins-Stange, 2015; 
U.S. Department of Education, 2009). In 2008, both the Broad and Walton Foundations 
gave $1.5 million to the NewSchools Venture Fund. The confluence of three mega 
foundations was present and aligned with the timing of moving charter school policy 
forward in RTTT.  
 The inclusion of charter school components in RTTT policy had some impact on 
state policy. Winning RTTT states do have more students attending charter schools, but 
the trend was evident prior to the policy implementation. According to Howell (2015), 
the charter school state policy trajectory remained consistent before and after RTTT 
implementation. It is worth noting that the convergence of foundation financial and 
symbolic support may have influenced Obama’s RTTT policy, but it did not have much 
of an impact on charter school policy implementation at the state level. Unlike other 
RTTT policies, such as assessment and standards, charter schools are not easily mandated 
through policy language. States can efficiently require public school districts to 
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implement assessments and standards through policy language. Charter school growth 
requires more local direction and acceptance.  
Turnaround Strategies 
Another RTTT area of convergence was for the component of Turnaround 
Strategies. In 2008, both the Gates Foundation and the Walton Foundation included 
Turnaround Strategies in their top three grant funded lists. In this study, the term 
turnaround strategy was defined as “using innovation and effective approaches to 
turnaround struggling schools, by asking states to prioritize and transform persistently 
low-performing schools; reinvigorating math and science education, and promoting other 
conditions favorable to innovation and reform” (The White House, 2009, para. 8). In a 
2008 address at the Forum of Education in America, Bill Gates shared his commitment to 
turning around school systems and introducing innovative practices and policies. At that 
time, the Foundation was just learning the lackluster results of the small school 
movement. It also followed the Gates-funded “Turnaround Challenge” research that was 
published in 2007 by Mass Insight Education and Research Institute. The report pointed 
to standards, testing, and accountability as the key catalysts for making a difference in 
underperforming schools. Gates was turning in the direction of teacher effectiveness and 
data systems, with an eye toward finding systems that needed turnaround approaches. 
The Walton Foundation also invested in organizations that would turn school systems 
around through continuing to foster choice for parents. Most the grants funded as 
turnaround also had charter school connections.  
 Turning around school systems was a priority in RTTT policy. The competitive 
grant program funneled more money to states that were awarded to take on the 
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turnaround challenge than ever before. In 2009, more than $3.5 billion was provided in 
federal funding for school improvement grants with turnaround initiatives as part of 
ARRA and School Improvement Grants. Funding fell back to typical levels in 2010, with 
$546 million dedicated to improving schools (Center for Public Education, 2013). The 
Gates and Walton Foundations were also funding their own turnaround-focused grants in 
2008. The grant recipient awarded the largest financial grant by the Walton Foundation in 
concert with Turnaround Strategies was the Recovery School District in New Orleans for 
$3.4 million. The Recovery School District targets redesigning underperforming schools 
and transforming them into high-quality environments. Louisiana was a RTTT grant 
winner in Phase III of the program. The Gates Foundation’s largest grant for Turnaround 
Strategies in 2008 was to the Communities Foundation of Texas to build a network of 
successful math, science, and technology academies serving youth from disadvantaged 
areas. This grant was worth $5 million. The foundations were aligning resources to help	  
support organizations looking to find innovative solutions to underperforming school 
systems.  
Revisiting Research Question #2 and Understanding Context 
In the following section, I synthesize the findings for the second research question 
specific to the Gates Foundation and teacher effectiveness and education policies found 
in RTTT. To demonstrate the emphasis placed on teacher effectiveness, I expanded the 
Foundation’s grant analysis to the year 2012. Therefore, the granting behaviors of the 
Foundation are analyzed in 2008, two years prior to the implementation of RTTT, and in 
2012, two years after RTTT was implemented. I examine the funding behaviors over the 
4-year time period and alignment with federal policy. Given the massive study on teacher 
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evaluation conducted by Gates during this time, the MET project, I also look at alignment 
of what was studied in this research and alignment with RTTT. Table 11 shows a 
summary of the Gates Foundation’s MET project and RTTT policy related to teacher 
effectiveness to help answer the second research question: What is the involvement of the 
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation on the policy development and implementation process 
related to teacher effectiveness in Race to the Top?   
Table 11 communicates the key components of the MET project and the RTTT 
policy criteria specific to teacher evaluation. The principle concept that is present in both 
sources is related to including student achievement data in teacher evaluations and using 
student data for teacher reflection and professional development. The MET project 
delved deeper into identifying the most effective measures to determine teacher 
effectiveness, inclusive of teacher observation and student growth data. The MET project 
also examined student perceptions and school climate data as potential factors in teacher 
effectiveness. The strongest alignment landed on the inclusion of standardized testing 
data in teacher performance evaluations, a concept with inconsistent research backing, 
especially when it used as a “significant factor” in the final rating (Economic Policy 
Institute, 2010; Rothstein, 2011).  
Teacher Evaluation and Effectiveness 
This study examined the Gates Foundation’s funding efforts in both 2008 and 
2012 specific to teacher effectiveness. Over a 4-year time period, the Foundation 
increased the number of grants awarded in this area by nearly 900%, with a total jump of 
92 more grants in 2012. The total dollars spent on teacher effectiveness was at $23 
million in 2008 and $158 million in 2012, representing a significant rise in funding. In 
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Table 11 
 
Gates Foundation MET Project and RTTT Teacher Evaluation  
 
Gates Foundation’s MET Project 
Study Components 
RTTT Application Criteria for Teacher Evaluation 
Policies 
Student achievement gains on state 
standardized tests and supplemental 
test. 
Differentiate effectiveness using multiple rating 
categories that take student achievement growth into 
account as a significant factor and are designed with 
teacher involvement. 
Classroom observations and teacher 
reflections 
Design and implement rigorous, transparent, and fair 
evaluation systems for teachers. 
Teachers’ pedagogical content 
knowledge 
Conduct annual evaluations that include timely and 
constructive feedback and provide teachers with data 
on student achievement growth for their students, 
classes, and schools. 
Student perceptions of the classroom 
instructional environment 
Use evaluations to inform decisions about staff 
development, compensation, promotion, tenure, 
certification, and removal of ineffective teachers. 
Teachers’ perception of working 
conditions and support of their schools. 
Establish clear approaches to measuring student 
achievement growth for individual students. 
Note. Adapted from www.k12education.gatesfoundation.org and NCEE Evaluation Brief 
(Hallgren et al., 2014). 
Gates’ 2009 annual letter, he clearly stated his position on teacher effectiveness. He 
committed, “Our new strategy focuses on learning why some teachers are so much more 
effective than others and how best practices can be spread throughout the education 
system so that the average quality goes up” (Gates, 2009, para. 41). Shortly thereafter, the 
Gates Foundation financially backed the New Teacher Project, an organization that 
produced a report showcasing the high ratings earned by the majority of teachers (Dillon, 
2011). This sparked political and mainstream discourse about teacher effectiveness and 
the public school system’s inability to incentivize the best and remove the worst. In the 
2008 data collected for this study, the Gates Foundation gave about $1 million to the New 
Teacher Project. Four years later, the Foundation quadrupled that amount and gave $4 
million for general operating support. Secretary of Education Arne Duncan referenced the 
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New Teacher Project report as rationale for changing evaluation systems that accurately 
distinguish teacher performance (Reeves, 2009). In 2009, Nancy Detert, Chair of the 
Education Committee in Florida, stated, “The Gates program and the Arne Duncan 
program are pretty much the same program” (as cited in Dillon, 2009, para. 12). 
 The Gates Foundation’s emphasis on teacher evaluation and Obama’s 2009 RTTT 
program merged during a time of shifting state policy (Goldstein, 2015). The contentious 
addition of including test score data in teacher evaluations was at the core of the policy. 
Gates was critiqued for focusing on teacher evaluation practices with little research, so 
the MET project was initiated (Goldstein, 2015). In 2013, Gates released the final report 
and findings for the MET. In the end, the findings were inconclusive on emphasizing the 
reliability of test score data as a significant factor in teacher performance. Rather, the 
outputs of student surveys, value added test scores, and classroom observations all bring 
a unique factor for consideration of effectiveness (Rothstein & Mathis, 2013). Therefore, 
the authorization of the ESSA in late 2015 completely shifted the federal government’s 
emphasis on including test score data in teacher evaluation. It relaxed that requirement 
that test scores should be a significant factor in teacher evaluations (American Institute 
for Research, 2016; Sawchuck, 2016).  
 The shift in teacher evaluation policy motivated by the RTTT competition, 
required local school districts to implement changes that added student performance data 
from standardized tests into the evaluation framework. This shift required a tremendous 
amount of time. This time included union and school board negotiations for many school 
systems. As time is a nonrenewable resource, the policy shift replaced other work toward 
district goals focused on student growth and achievement. It also added a tremendous 
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amount of time and additional expectations on the school principal’s workload 
(McGuinn, 2015). According to a 2014 policy brief, 29 states enacted legislation 
requiring student achievement growth to account for a significant factor in evaluations 
(Hallgren et al., 2014). These shifts focused more on developing systems of evaluation 
rather than making instructional improvements. The policy implication also included a 
continued focus on testable subjects such as math and reading with an accountability 
focus versus an impetus toward professional growth (Weiss, 2012). Knowing the 
outcome of the MET project, school districts are now faced with implementing latent 
policy that is known to lack a research base. The negative impact on time and system 
capacity is blocking other initiatives, such as those that help teachers grow and develop 
through coaching, to get off the ground. 
Implications and Recommendations 
 Given the fact the 18 states and the District of Columbia won RTTT grants, along 
with the evidence that losing RTTT states also enacted aligned reform policies, it is 
important to examine the state and local policy impact (James-Burdumy & Wel, 2015). 
With the backing of private, philanthropic foundations, RTTT introduced policy 
mandates, many deemed controversial, at the local level that remains today. In a study 
investigating the impact of RTTT, Howell (2015) found that legislators from all 50 states 
noted that RTTT was a factor in policy deliberations regardless if they were program 
winner or loser states. For the seven-year period prior to RTTT’s implementation, Howell 
found that “states on average enacted about 10% of reform policies. Between 2009 and 
2014, however, they had enacted 68%” (Howell, 2014, p. 62). In comparison with 
historical policy trends, this sort of growth within this timeframe was unprecedented. The 
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eight key RTTT policy components were not implemented equally. In the analyses, the 
RTTT reform that insisted on shifting to more rigorous standards for student proficiency 
demonstrated the largest uptick in policy adoption. Also, winning states noticed a jump in 
policies requiring teacher evaluations that included student performance measures.  
 At a federal level, the RTTT policy included components that did not have 
objective research backing. It is important that policy, especially those related to public 
schools, the bedrock of the country’s democracy, be based on peer-reviewed and 
objective data. Due to political advocacy and power, venture philanthropies were able to 
embed themselves within the U.S. Department of Education. Either through key 
personnel hires, access to policymakers, or political ties that predated the Obama 
Administration’s reign, the Gates, Walton, and Broad Foundations were able to position 
themselves close to the action at the federal level. Ideologies that focused on market-
based education reform were evident in RTTT components. As this study referenced, the 
research was thin on teacher evaluation reform, success of charter systems, and evidence-
based benefits of the standards and high-stakes assessment movement. Yet, all of these 
policy components appeared in RTTT. It is recommended that there be a public school 
policy oversight system that requires objective research to support policy shifts before 
they are adopted and impact daily operations of thousands of school systems across the 
country. American schools are extremely diverse and exhibit diverse needs, therefore, 
ideologically-based blanket policies usurp time, energy, and resources away from 
districts needing to customize their improvement plans to benefit students. 
 Given that public education is designed to be governed at the state level, there are 
recommendations for state policy as a result of this study. First, state legislatures should 
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exercise their rights to maintain oversight and management of public schools. 
Recognizing that every school district and community will demographically and 
ideologically be unique, there needs to be flexibility in public school policy to allow 
districts to be agile leaders in meeting the needs of students. The states need to maintain 
their own power and influence in public school leadership. Deferring this level of 
authority to the federal government is irresponsible to the unique needs of each 
community and school system. 
Another state level recommendation is related to specific RTTT policy. As the 
findings of the MET project and other teacher evaluation research gathered over the past 
five years, state lawmakers should remove the use of student achievement and growth 
data as a significant requirement for teacher evaluation ratings. This ill-informed policy 
impacts how teachers are hired, trained, and compensated. To be considered for a RTTT 
grant, states were required not to have any law prohibiting this sort of data being included 
in evaluation, yet the most recent research, including that funded by the Gates 
Foundation, does not empirically demonstrate that the inclusion of this data improves 
teaching and learning (Croft & Buddin, 2015; Green et al., 2014). Layton (2014) reported 
that the Gates Foundation urged states to refrain from using new standardized testing to 
evaluate teachers. Given the tremendous classroom-based shifts due to new standards, 
curriculum, and assessments, the foundation that was pushing the teacher evaluation 
policy needle backed off five years after RTTT was introduced. The 2015 reauthorization 
of the Elementary and Secondary School Act—now the Every Student Succeeds Act—is 
silent on teacher evaluation and student achievement providing more flexibility for states 
(American Institute for Research, 2016; Sawchuck, 2016). The latent impact is that 
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thousands of schools across the nation continue to implement a policy that has limited 
empirical research backing that improves student achievement. States should repeal the 
legislation. 
 Finally, at the local level, it is recommended that superintendents and local boards 
of education inform their constituents of mandated policy sources. As an acting 
superintendent, I often find that the average citizen, even the average teacher, is unaware 
of how education mandates originated. It is important that key actors and leaders at the 
local level raise awareness, for instance, sharing that local actions of implementing 
testing, evaluation, and Common Core State Standards were not originated at the local or 
state levels. It behooves us to inform our community that there are influential, wealthy 
families donating billions to fund their own research and access key decision-makers at 
the federal level in an effort to shape public policy for thousands of schools. Reckhow 
and Snyder (2014) researched K-12 philanthropic giving and found that “major education 
foundations are increasingly politically engaged. Their work includes supporting groups 
involved in policy advocacy, funding organizations that promote competition with public 
sector institutions, and providing convergent funds to key groups advancing favored 
policy priorities” (p. 193). It is important to increase the interested citizen’s 
understanding of the policy influence demonstrated by the Gates, Broad, and Walton 
Foundations. The enacted reforms have impact on the daily operations, including 
resource allocations funded by local taxpayers, for every K-12 classroom in the country. 
It is important to engage the local communities in policy discourse and understanding. 
Providing the policy narrative for these reforms is important to engage an informed 
constituency. 
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Conclusion 
 This study describes the interworking of the K-12 RTTT policy development as it 
relates to venture philanthropies and the Obama Administration. The findings in this 
study suggest that the 2008 funding priorities of the Gates, Broad, and Walton 
Foundations aligned with the eight key RTTT policy components that were introduced by 
the Obama Administration in 2009. All three foundations approved at least 50% of 2008 
grant awards aligned with RTTT policy. The Walton and Broad Foundations saw at least 
an 80% alignment. From a financial perspective, the Gates Foundation contributed the 
most dollars to RTTT-aligned grants at over $166 million in 2008. In total, the Gates, 
Broad, and Walton Foundations distributed $289 million worth of grants to jurisdictional 
challengers, individual school systems, advocacy groups, and research institutions. The 
favored policies of the foundation elite were evident in the RTTT program. RTTT opened 
a gate for quick and voluminous policy shifts at the state level (Howell, 2015). The 
program also bypassed the typical policy development process requiring Congress 
approval, as it was embedded in ARRA as part of an economic recovery package. The 
convergence of foundation funding, coupled with the foundation actors’ involvement 
with the Obama Administration, created an ideal environment for policy reform aligned 
with ideological positions of the three venture philanthropies examined in this study. 
 Furthermore, the Gates Foundation’s involvement, specific to teacher evaluation 
policy, was studied in the second research question. The study affirms that the Gates 
Foundation was focused on teacher evaluation and effectiveness during RTTT policy 
implementation stages. It also demonstrates that money and research were directed to 
studying effective teaching, most intentionally through the MET project. The boom in 
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Gates-funded grants in 2012, when compared to 2008, was noticed most explicitly in the 
area of teacher evaluation and effectiveness. One hundred thirty-eight more grants were 
awarded in 2012 as compared to 2008 in the area of teacher effectiveness. This resulted 
in $136 million more in grant disbursements in 2012 dedicated to teacher effectiveness. 
This study is able to show evidence of alignment between the Gates Foundation and 
RTTT policy outcomes. In fact, the exclusion of student achievement data in teacher 
evaluation in the recently approved ESSA, also aligns with the findings of the MET 
project. The MET findings were inconclusive as to the benefits of incorporating student 
achievement and growth data in teacher evaluation. 
 The RTTT grant program and policy certainly impacted local school districts and 
mandated changes to policies and practice. Although only 18 states and the District of 
Columbia were RTTT award winners, the policy was discussed and used as a policy 
reform catalyst in all 50 states (Howell, 2015). Forty-seven states submitted applications 
and committed to RTTT policy reform (Smith, 2011). The origination of the policy 
components can be linked to favored policy ideals found in the Gates, Broad, and Walton 
Foundations’ literature and materials. As education leaders, we need to inform and 
challenge the influence of the philanthropic policy elites. As Ferrare and Reynolds (2016) 
claim, “The influential power of foundations arises from their ability to create, sustain, 
and transform networks of organizations that can collectively mobilize the resources 
needed to shape education policy across the local, national, and international scales (p. 
138). We need to monitor the influence of these powerful and ideological-based 
organizations that are shaping the experiences for every public school student and teacher 
in America. 
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